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| his calling as he pleases, without any dictation ■ individual the fruits of his industry, forbids soci- 1 EXISTENCE OF GOD PROVED FROM THE 
from his neighbors, or from the church, or the ! cty to destroy, or exercise any authority over pri- ; FREEDOM OF THE WTT.T, '

FREEDOM.
Freedom is the soul’s First attribute. Self-pre

servation the first law of being.
Spiritualism tends to freedom. From the advent 

. of Jesus Christ to the present day, all Spiritual de
velopment has taught the principles of freedom. 
Christ's theories all contained the elements of per
sonal freedom and personal responsibility. Free
dom of thought, freedom to act, freedom to be a 
man, is what the soul needs, and what it must 
have; or the elements will melt with fervent heat. 
Man is very far from being as free as the soul re
quires and demands. . The enslaved earth still 
groans and languishes in servitude, and can never 
rest till all servile bonds are hurst asunder, and the 
Spirit is free.

If it is a doubtful and dchateahle point, how far 
man is deprived of his natural rights, wc propose 
to consider the doubts, and give the whole subject 
a careful investigation. In doing so we think it ne
cessary to invite the attention of the careful inves
tigator to the preliminary and primary axioms, 
which will enable us to enter more largely into the 
subject under consideration.

proposition i.
Wc luivc no right to legislate upon morals us such.

We cannot legislate against a thing, simply be
cause it is wrong; nor in favor of it, simply be
cause it is right.

One court cannot try causes which belong exclu
sively to another.

Were the- President of the United Stales to be 
impeached, we could not arraign him before a jus
tice of tiic peace ; and were a man to he tried for 
stealing a loai of bread, we could not arraign him 
before the Senate of the United Stales.

An individual charged with deserting from the 
army of the United States, could not lie tried at a 
court of common pleas; neither could an individ
ual guilty of assault and battery, lie tried before a 
court martial.

A person guilty of violating the policy of a 
church, could not be tried before a civil tribunal, 
neither could a person be tried for grand larceny 
before an ecclesiastical tribunal.

From these illustrations, it will be quite obvious, 
that a person who ha< been guilty of violating the 
law of Hod, cannot be tried before a civil court, a 
court martial, nir any other earthly- tribunal.

One child in a family might as rightfully try and 
punish another for disobedience to his parents.

A person may be 'liable to be tried for the same 
act, both by an earthly and a heavenly court ; as 
in the case of theft. But it must be borne in mind, 
that while it is the same act, it is not the same of
fence. He is tried before an earthly court, because 
he has trespassed on the rights of his fellows, and 
violated a rule of society; but he is tried at the 
court of heaven because he has been guilty of a 
wicked act, and has violated a law of God.

We cannot punish for theft as a wicked acl, but
• as an injury done to a compact.

It is for this reason that a church can have no ! 
penal authority. It cannot punish its members, 
nor molest any one for a wicked act.

It is a wicked act to defame the character of a 
brother in tiic church ; but the church cannot pun
ish the offender. It may exclude him from its com
munion, and then leave him to answer to civil so
ciety, through a legal process.

A member of a church is guilty of unbelief in 
the existence of a God, the divine inspiration of 
the Bible, and the iimnoitality of the soul. This is. 
a great fault, but the church has no power to pun
ish the ofiendee; neither lias society, because it is 
a enme based on our common and equal accounta
bility to Gold; and not on our obligations to each 
other. It is obvious, therefore, that we cannot in
flict punishment for a crime which is based entirely 
on our mutual and equal accountability to God. 
An act must be a violation of the interests of so
ciety, and a violation of a rule oi civil organization, 
before we can punish or restrain the individual; 
and all acts of society that violate this principle are 
based on usurpation, and should be resisted by the 
individual. Society lias never attained power on 
any footing, but that of a common interest in the 
arrangement of social affairs.

Hence, our proposition is proved, that n'n-Id.y ha*  
no right to legislate upon monah, but upon useful or 
hurtful acts considered with reference to organized 
social arrangements.

The bare fact that an act is immoral or wicked, 
is not a sufficient ground for legal restraint. It 
must be shown that it is injurious to ethers in re
spect to interests which civil society- was organized 
to protect. It is not sufficient to show that it in
jures others—it must injure them in regard to then- 
consflfufional rights.

PROPOSITION II
Every man Is the sole judge of Ills own acta, so far as they af

fect him only.
A man has perfect right to act as he will—is en

titled to the exercise of the largest liberty, so long 
as his acts relate to himself alone. He may be a 
lawyer, a blacksmith, or a physician ; may pursue

State. lie may plant potatoes, or corn, onions, vate property; but when a fire is raging, the hand 
cucumbers or watermelons. lie may buy and sell ; of municipal authority seizes upon private property, 
nutmegs, saw-mills or tape; may live in a stone, 1 places a keg of powder in a private dwelling, and 
brick or wooden house ; and no power in the Uni- . blows it to the four winds if the occasion require it. 
verse can call him to account for this free exercise ; The guarantees of law allow any man to bring I 
of his rights of choice, so far as they violate no \ a cargo of goods into our harbors; but when that i 
right of God nor man. God has granted him the ; cargo becomes infected with disease, the sovereign J 
free exercise of volltton; and in that privilege, the : law of public safety triumphs over statute law, 
man is not to be molested. 1 
love God, and to obey His direct commandments to | overboard.
reverence and acknowledge ’Him, be subverts the Constitutional barriers lie between the civil
rights of Ileavcn, and incurs accountability to God. | power and the citizen, so that the former cannot | 
But even yet lie has not incurred any- account-; seize upon the estate of the latter; but when a | 
ability to man. He is still invested with the fullest I railroad or canal, or a common highway is needed, 
liberty to act as he will, so far as bis fellows are ' 
concerned. But while one man enjoys this un- i 
bounded liberty, every other man should enjoy the I 
same. If one man chooses to hunt, another may, 
with equal right, cultivate the ground ; and while 1 
the latter may choose to clear away- the forest, the 1 
former may wish to preserve it as a hunting ground. 1 
One man may desire to procure his subsistence by > 
navigation, while others may prefer to fish; and 1 
while the former would disturb the waters, and ’ 
frighten away the fishes by- his boats and ships, 
the latter would desire to let the waters be tran- 1 
quil, so that the fishes might frequent them. While 1 
one might choose a very desirable spot of ground, < 
a multitude of others might fancy the same ; and i 
while the former might attempt to build a house : 
upon if, the latter might unite to pull it down. f 
Thus the stronger party would trample upon the < 
rights of the weaker. Might would be the su- ’ 
preme law, and tigers and men would be governed 
by the same rules. All human improvement would ’ 
would be at an cud, and man must sink below the I 
standard of savage life, because the rudest tribes 
have some form of law, by which these evils are 1 
regulated. 1

Without, happiness was beyond human reach 
even amidst the profusions of bountiful Nature. < 
But man was not only driven by necessities, but f 
impelled by ’wants, to seek greater advantages than 1 
unimproved Nature held out to him. He needed 
not only exemption from natural evils, but also an 
augmentation of natural advantages. •

The resources of the earth must be developed.
The forests must be subdued, the streams must be t 
navigated, the great laws of Nature must be dis- > 
covered and subjugated, the elements must be 1 
harnessed to the car of progress; science, art, lit- 1 
erature and social happiness—all the great elements 
of human improvement—must be discovered and 
established. .

How could this be done? Certainly not by an
tagonism. Union is strength, and without united i 
exertion and union of plan, no great end could be

I accomplished. ’
I The united wisdom and enterprise of a commit- 
nity could accomplish many things entirely unat
tainable by individuals. It was for this reason that 
society was arranged. But for this, no public 
works could have been constructed—no railroads, 
canals, or even highways, could have been made. 
No administration ' of justice, no restraining of 
crime, no promotion of education, nor any ad
vancement of public interest Therefore it was 
not a matter of choice, but of necessity, that civil 
society was constructed. Thus it will be seen that 
the public good is the great fundamental principle 
on which civil society is based. But there must be 

! a just restriction of civil power, that it shall not 
trespass upon private rights. How can this obsta
cle be removed? How shall the public good be 
secured, and private right be sustained ? It is done 
by a very simple process.

By allowing society to judge what will be for 
the public good, and letting the citizen judge what 
will be for Ins individual good.

Thus ssueiety judges for itself, and the individual,
In all other respects, judges for himself.

This is the great safeguard between society and 
the individual. But from this it is obvious that so - 
ciety becomes the sole judge' of its own good.

Hence the following :—
proposition hi.

A civil community has the riciit to do all things that may P c
neec.-sary to promote the public good.

This is the only true basis of society. Should 
any other rule be adopted, it would lead to great 
abuses.

Under an absolute monarchy, the ruling princi
ple of government is the will of one man, but this 
form of government is highly dangerous to the lib
erties of the people. Under an aristocracy, the 
few rule the many ; but this is also destructive of 
the liberties of the people.

But when the whole people judge what will be 
for the good of the whole, no higher authority 
could be appealed to, except God himself.

The public good is the highest law known to hu
man society, except the direct command of God.

Under ordinary circumstances, there is no law of- 
socicty more sacred than that which secures to in
dividuals the unmolested enjoyment of the domes
tic circle. Here the individual is secure in the en
joyment of liberty, and the rewards of bis indus
try. Crime must first enter his enclosures, or civil 
law must not cross his threshliold. At his fireside 
the individual is peculiarly exempted lrom the in-! socicty protects them in the enjoyment of those 1 will to do so; and wc cannot will to do so unless 
terfercnce of law. But when contagion invades ! rights. j we have power to use the will. Therefore the at-
society, and is spreading its ravages throughout a J „ . , * 7 ... , J tempt to prove is an acknowledgment of the free.... . ■ ■ . .. . Men in general cannot now endure to think that ! ‘ c
community, Umt commune can arise m its strength ! their own narrow church holds all the goodness on I dom of the wil1. .

AA c cannot even admit the freedom of the will, 
because we cannot admit it till wc will to admit it, 
and we cannot will to admit it till wc have the 
ability to use the will. Therefore the act of ad
mitting the freedom of the will pre-supposcs it, and 
the thing is admitted both in the subject and in the

I Every- man acknowledges that he has some 
i agency in the guidance of his acts. AVhen ap- 
1 proaching a precipice, he does not say that he is 
j under the guidance of the unerring laws of the 
: universe, and therefore has no power to turn aside. 
If struck by an assassin, he does not tamely say it 

I is the work of regular laws, over which he nor the 
i , - - ,- , , , • | assassin has any power.But when he ceases to ; and officers are sent to throw the who.e cargo j _ * .

. . I No one has sufficient confidence in the fixedness
■ of natural laws, to dismiss all fear and apprehen- 
i sion ; and trust the interests of himself and family 
| to the mercy of the elements, and the harmonious
workings of natural phenomena. Whatever may 
he a man’s theory, he will make some effort to 
avoid drinking poison, falling down a precipice, or 
running into any extreme danger.

We find also that this does not indicate a dis
eased state of the ^0116^; but, on the contrary, it 
is the regular and uniform result of the unpervert
ed mind.

We notice, also, that when the formula of logical 
inductions have brought out the conclusion that all 
things are governed by fixed and undeviating laws ; 
and man has no agency in anything that transpires, 
the mind still recognizes its ability to seek its own 
good, and supervise the exigences of life.

Logic cannot allay its fears, nor satisfy its de
sires. It still feels the strivings of a principle too 
active in its energies, too enterprising in its aims, 
too haughty in its aspirations, to be thus reduced 
to the level of a stone, or a clod of the valley.

Neither is this a partial result. All men—all 
philosophers—even the most confirmed skeptics 
follow the same law.

They may amuse themselves with the eccentric 
achievements of mental gymnastics; by which it 
may be shown that two opposites may he true ; or 
that a man cannot move from one place to another; 
but when danger assails, or want inspires, yet the 
powers of philosophy give way to the teachings of 
consciousness. No man trusts his own philosophy 
when that philosophy contradicts the simple affirm
ations of his intuition. The fatalist has never yet 
evinced the least faith in his own theory, bv adopt
ing it in the practical affairs of business. He has 
never yet been known to risk a single farthing upon 
the verity of his philosophy. His speculations le; d 
where his courage refuses to follow.

From what we have seen it is apparent,
1. That all men believe that the human will is 

free in ins volitions.
2. That it is so obvious, that all minds are natu

rally led to this conclusion ; and cannot be made to 
trust the opposite.

3. That even when the mind is led to the oppo
site conclusion, it rebels against it, and will not re
ceive it.

4. That this is not a result produced on diseased 
minds alone. It is the 
minds arrive in the most 
state.

But it is a well settled 
ence, that the regular and unperverted impulses of 
Nature, lead to the correct use of every function. 
Nature prompts all men to walk on their feet, and 
not on their hands; to see with their eyes, to hear 
with their ears, and to work with their hands. Nor 
are these partial results. They arc the uniform 
promptings of all minds alike. '

Should any one be led to the conclusion that they 
are false, he would not adopt the results of liis own 
reasoning. He would still walk on his feet, and 
hear with his ears, and see with his eyes ; and be 
convinced that these organs were legitimately em
ployed.

But these dictates of Nature are no more uniform 
and convincing, than the conviction that the will is 
free from arbitary control—that man is free in the 
choice of his actions—that he is responsible for the 
results ; and that duty and interest alike demand 
of him a prudent exercise of the liberty which he 
possesses.

Man has as clear evidence that he wills, as that 
he sees or hears.

The freedom of the will is a fact which stands 
above the reach of sophistry. It is so firmly forti
fied against all opposition, that any logical formula 
which can be made to deny it, will at the same time 
admit iL

A man cannot deny the freedom of the will, till 
he wills to deny it; and he cannot will to deny it, 
till he has power to control his will.

Therefore the moment any one adm its that h 
. performs an act of any kind, he admits that he 

wills, and therefore that he has the power to will. 
Hence, he cannot construct a sentence of any kind 
without admitting the freedom of the will. There

; fore the same proposition which denies the freedom 
; of the will admits it.
| The freedom of the will is a necessary element

• i in the subject of a proposition, and can neither be 
! admitted nor denied in the predicate. It belongs to

■ I the premises of an argument, and is a necessary 
i ! element which cannot be separated from the prem-

| iscs ; and cannot he brought into the conclusion.
; | It cannot he proved because it becomes a part
■ i of the proof, and therefore it cannot he established

the sovereign people arise in their strength, and re
quire the individual to sell a portion of his land for 
the benefit of the people.

Our institutions allow entire personal freedom to 
the citizen. He may generally go when and where 
he chooses, and his liberty cannot be restrained. 
But in time of great public danger, this sacred 
right must give way; and the law of public good 
must tell the individual when and where he may 
walk.

Even the law of God is subject to the same in
fractions. The commandment to observe the Sab
bath day, and keep it holy, is positive, and without 
exception, in the enactment; but Christ in apply
ing it to the practical wants of society, greatly 
astonished the Pharisees, by claiming that even 
the direct commandments of God must find their 
exceptions in the great law of necessity, and publie 
utility.

The laws of God were designed for good, and 
whenever circumstances arise to pervert the good, 
the law must yield.

Hence Christ taught that works of mercy, and 
necessity, form an exception to the commands of 
God.

All laws, human and divine, that relate to soci
ety, must be designed for the good of society ; and 
therefore must be administered with etriet regard 
to the public good.

AU laws may be enacted, amended, abrogated, 
suspended, or varied in any way, that the public 
good demands.

Tliis is the great law of all social or civil society, 
and must triumph over all other laws. But the 
right is inseparable from the obligation. Society 
in attaining so large a release of privileges, in
curred solemn responsibilities, hence—

proposition iv.
Society in attaining the right, incurred the obligation to pro

mote the public good, by all means within its reach.
The right cannot exist in one party, and the 

obligation, or duty, in another. The party hold
ing the obligation without the right, would be 
bound to do wliat it had no right to do, and 
therefore would be in a singular predicament. 
The right and the obligation are inseparable; and 
it follows that society- as clearly incurs the obliaa- 
ticn, as it acquires the right, to promote the public 
good, to the greatest possible extent. Individuals 
have a natural right to protection, in their persons, 
and property. The laws of being impose on every 
one the obligation to protect himself, and family. 
Should the repose of night be disturbed by the 
assassin, and the safety of himself and family per
iled, he would be bound, by every sacred tie, and 
every holy impulse, to protect the object of his 
affection, by every means in bis power. Should 
any one commence a business subversive of the 
rights, and dangerous to the health, and even the 
lives of his wife and children, he would have the 
right to resist this dangerous infringement, by all 
laudable means.

After patient toil, in providing the means of sub
sistence for his family, he would have the right, 
and be under an obligation, to protect them, so 
that his family might not be left destitute.

Should any one attempt to poison the streams, 
from which his family must procure water, the in
dividual would be impelled forcibly to resist such 
an outrage. Every day would bring its demands 
for protection from wrong.

In a natural state, every man possesses the three 
functional powers of government: the legislative, 
judicial, and executive ; and here he finds both his 
right, and liis duty, to protect his family from vio
lence.

And he cannot relinquish the right to a compact, 
without, at the same time, imposing the obligation 
on society to exercise these powers for him. .

If he relinquishes the right, and still rests under 
the obligation, he binds himself to the fulfilment 
of a duty which he lias no right to perform, and 
he places himself and family- in a perilous situation. 
The natural evils which he sought to overcome 
have been largely augmented; and society proves 
to him the greatest calamity. Therefore it is quite 
evident that society as clearly incurs the obligation, 
as it acquires the right, to protect the public to tiic 
extent of its ability.

Thus wc have granted both to society and to in
dividuals, the largest privileges that can be set up 
for either.

In our next we will make the application to the 
practical wants of social life, and show how far indi- 

j viduals enjoy their just rights, and how faithfully | by the proof. Wc cannot prove a thing till we

conclusion to which all 
healthy and unperverted

principle in natural sci-

! rights. ______ _______
Men in general cannot now endure to think that ! 

_ . . their own narrow church holds all the goodness on
and remove the family from the sacred precintcs of i the earth. True, much intolerance remains; its se- I
their own dwelling, and cleanse their premises.

Why can a civil compact thus triumph over in
dividual, and even constltutional rigtits? Siinply 
because the public good requires it.

The constitutional pledge which secures to the brethren.— Channing.

i parating walls are not fallen, but with a few excep- 
| tions, they no longer reach to the clouds. Many of 
I 4cm have crumbled away, till the men whom they 
sever can shake hands, and exchange words of fel
lowship, and recognize in one another’s features of

predicate ; and it amounts to an admission before 
it can be admitted.

The freedom of the will is affirmed by our intui
tions ; and that is the highest source of authority. 
What our consciousness declares, our logic cannot 
dispute. Therefore the freedom of the will stands 
above the province of logic, and can he neither 
proved nor disproved, admitted nor denied, receiv
ed nor rejected. It must be let alone, as one of 
those things which are known without reasoning, 
and from which reasoning is derived.

It is common with logicians to admit the freedom 
of the will, and then by an ingenious process to ef
fectually deny it.

This feat is performed by the following affirma
tion : “ Man has the freedom to choose what he 
does choose, hut he has not the freedom to choose 
the opposite.”

According to this philosophy, Brutus had the lib
erty- to choose to stab Cesar ; but he had not the 
liberty to choose the opposite ; therefore he had not 
the ability to choose not to stab Cesar, and conse
quently he could avoid the act of stabbing Cesar ; 
or, in other words, Brutus was compelled to stab 
Cesar ;■ and this admitted freedom of the will 
amounts to the most absolute fate, cr irresistible 
and absolute control.

This gives to man precisely the same kind of 
liberty that it does to a stone. A stone possesses 
the liberty to fall to the ground ; but it has not 
the liberty to do the opposite, and therefore it has 
not the freedom to rise ; consequently, it is com
pelled to fall.

To say that the will is free, and that man lias the 
liberty to choose to do a thing, and lias no power 
to choose the opposite, involves a direct solecism.

It is a form of words without meaning ; unless 
it means that man has the liberty to be controlled ; 
or has the liberty to do what he cannot avoid doing, 
just as the oyster has the liberty to lie still, and 
has not the liberty to fly.

To say that an apple has the- liberty to be pro
duced on an apple tree, or that the blackbird has 
the liberty to be black, may be a convenient way 
of amusing one's self; hut to call it reasoning is a 
liberty which wc deny.

Even that, however, may be justifiable, as a boy 
may make himself a clown or a king for want of 
some better employment.

As an attempt at perverting the province of rea
soning, it holds a respectable rank among feats of 
sophistry ; hut among candid men, reasoning on an 
important subject, such perversions of the import 
of language are quite reprehensible.

If man lias no other freedom lhan that of doing 
as lie is compelled ; or if lie has no liberty but the 
liberty of necessity ; lie has nothing that comes 
within the meaning of liberty; and to call it liber
ty, or freedom of choice, is a direct absurdity and 
contradiction.

Man either has or lias not a certain amount of 
freedom. He is either a machine, or not. Let the 
issue be fairly met. We cannot allow to ar.y one 
the liberty of arguing on one side, while he seems 
to be on the other. This pretended liberty of 
choice, is necessity, fatalism, and must not be allow
ed the garb of freedom. It is a perversion and 
prostitution of the word freedom, that cannot be 
shielded from censure.

We have now seen—
1. That all men believe in the freedom of the 

will.
2. That they believe it even when they think 

their reasoning has disproved ; therefore,
S. They believe it more firmly than they do anv 

thing that depends on reasoning.
■. That it is not the result of disease ; but of 

healthy and regular operations of mind.
5. That a man cannot deny it without admitting 

it, in the same proposition.
g. That it cannot be proved nor disproved, ad

mitted nor denied, received nor rejected, without 
assuming the point in dispute.

8. That it is a part of the premises of even
argument, and cannot be brought into the conclu
sion.

8. That it is affirmed by our conscionsness ; and 
therefore is more obvious than anything that can 
be proved by reasoning.

9. Therefore it is the first truth which is known 
without reasoning ; is antecedent to reasoning ; is 
an element in all reasoning; and therefore cannot 
be affirmed nor denied by reasoning ; and is of 
higher authority than anything that depends on 
reasoning.

"We have now seen that the freedom of the will 
is placed beyond the power of logic.

But freedom of any kind implies the existence of - 
God.
If there is no God, the governing principle must 

reside in the fixed laws of Nature ; and freedom 
cannot exist. Natural laws are devoid of freedom. 
If there is any such thing as freedom in the Uni
verse, it must reside in something above the fixed 
order of Nature.

Either freedom or necessity must lie at the foun
dation of things. But freedom must he at the 
foundation or it cannot exist. It cannot arise out 
of necessity, because it is not contained in neces
sity. Unless necessity includes the elements of . 
liberty, it cannot become the source of liberty. 
Therefore if liberty exists at all, it is tlie founda
tion of all tilings.

But liberty does exist as a first truth, which 
logic cannot dispute. It is above the 
logical proof ; and must be admitted 
cesses of reasoning.

Liberty is therefore the governing 
the universe.

But liberty or freedom cannot exist in the ab-

.s

a

sence of a God who is free; therefore a God 
exists.

We may further observe, that liberty is an attri
bute. Freedom implies something that is free. 
Freedom also implies choice. Nothing can be said 
to he free, unless it has the power of choosing be
tween two obj cots, or modes of action. Choice im
plies intelligence. No choice can he made without 
the exercise of thought in comparing the objects to 
be chosen. -

Now since intelligence is involved in choice, and 
choice in freedom, and freedom is an attribute of 
some' being possessing freedom; it follows that 
choice and intelligence are attributes of the same 
being.

Vi’e have seen that liberty is the principle which 
governs the foundations of things ; and as liberty 
is an attribute of some beingj/tbat being must be 
the governor of all things. Therefore liberty im
plies a great thinking, choosing, acting being; who 
governs all things; or liberty implies a God as the 
governor of all things.

"We have now seen that the idea of liberty im
plies the existence of a God; and therefore to deny 
the existence of a God, is to deny liberty or free
dom. But it has been shown that we cannot deny 
freedom without, at the same time, admitting it.

Now we cannot deny the existence of a God, 
without denying freedom; and we cannot deny 
freedom without admitting it; therefore we cannot 
deny the existence of a God, without admitting it.

The existence of a God is therefore involved in 
the nature of first truths, and cannot be denied 
without, at the same time, admitting the point in 
dispute.

province of 
in all pro -

principle of

[From the M*Arthur  Herald.]
THE LTFE-TTME OE MAN.

When the world was created, and all creatures 
assembled to have their life-time appointed, the ass 
first advanced and asked how long he would have 
to live. ‘‘Thirty years,’’ replied Nature; “will 
that be agreeable to thee?" “Alas,” answered 
the ass, “ it is a long while. Remember what a 
wearisome existence will be mine; from morning 
until night 1 shall have to bear heavy burdens, 
dragging corn sacks to the mill that others may eat 
bread, while 1 shall have no encouragement, nor he 
refreshed by anything but blows and kicks. Give 
me but a portion of that time, I prayNature 
was moved with compassion, and allotted hut 
eighteen ycars. The ass went away comforted, 
and the dog came forward. “ How long dost thou 
require to live?” asked Nature. “Thirty years 
were too many for the ass, but wilt thou he con
tented with them V “ Is it thy will that I 
should?” replied the dog; “think how much I 
shall have to run about; my feet will not last for 
so long a time, and when I shall have lost my voice 
for harking, and my teeth for biting, what else shall 
I be fit lor hut to lie in a corner and growl?” 
Nature thought he was right, and gave him 
twelve years. The ape then made his appear
ance. “ Thou wilt, doubtless, willingly live the 
thirty years,” said Nature ; “ thou wilt not have to 
labor as the ass and the dog. Life will he pleasant 
to thee.” “ Ah, no,” cried he, “ so it may seem to 
others, but it will not be. Should puddings ever 
rain down, I shall have no spoon. I shall play
merry tricks, excite laughter by my grimaces, and 
then be rewarded by a sour apple. How often 
sorrow lies concealed behind a j :st. I shall not be 
enabled to endure for thirty years.” Nature was 
gracious, and he received but ten. At last came a 
man, healthy and strong, and asked the measure of 
his days. “ Will thirty years content thee ?” 
“ How short a time exclaimed man ; “ when I 
shall have built a house and kindled a fire on my 
hearth ; when the trees I shall have planted are 
about to bloom and bear fruii; when life will seem 
to me most desirable, I shall die! O, Nature, 
grant me a longer period !” “ Thou shalt have the
eighteen years of the ass besides," “ That is not 
enough," replied man. “Take likewise the twelve 
years of the dog.” “It is not yet sufficient,” reit
erated man; “give me more!” “I give thee, 
then, the ten years of the ape ; in vain wilt thou 
claim more!’’ Man departed unsatisfied. Thus 
man lives seventy years. The first thirty are his 
human years, and pass swiftly- by. He is then 
healthy and happy-—he labors cheerfully, antLre- 
joices in his existence. The eighteen years of the 
ass come next, and burden upon burden is heaped 
upon him ; he carries the corn that is to feed oth
ers ; blows and kicks are the wages of his faithful 
service. The twelve years of the dog follow, and 

■ he loses his teeth, and lies in the corner and growls.
When these are gone, the ape's ten years forms the 
conclusion. Then man, weak and silly, becomes 
the sport of children.

JSf” Many receive a thing because it is gener
ally believed; others receive it because it has not 
vet been received.

A Bim-icAi. Ckitic.—The best specimen of orig
inal criticism we ever heard, was in a stage coach 
ride. Three of us were talking about Adam and 
his fall. The point of discussion was the apparent 
impossibility that a perfect man like Adam could 
commit sin.

“But he wasn't perfect,” said one of the three.
“ W asn't perfect!” we ejaculated, with astonish

ment.
“ No, sir, he wasn't perfect,” repeated the com

mentator.
“AA’hat do you mean?” wc asked.
“ Well,” answered the authority, “he was made 

perfect, 1 admit, but lie didn't stay perfect”
“ How ?”
“ Why, was not one of his ribs removed ? If he 

was perfect with all his ribs, he was not perfect af
ter losing one, was he, say ?”

Our say was silence. We were convinced, then, 
that woman was the cause of man’s original im
perfection.



gxto Jjorh (Lbristiau Spiritualist,
So long as Men are Honest, so long 

in the Footsteps of their Labors.

is unreliable or uncertain, or that it can lead to no [ the same effort made to develop a true and harmo- [ made the conclusion. It is hopeless, therefore, to 
specific results. We would be understood to say, I nious belief would attract by the good sense of its i attempt to prove it

’ ................ •” ~ ’• Should a man attempt to prove the fact of his
: own memory, he must not assume the point in dis-
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“WHAT IS TRUTH?”
In the physical sciences, much accuracy has 

been attained. The mathematical sciences have 
acquired the appellation of exact sciences, and all 
departments of science deduced from external Na
ture, have commended themselves to the respect 
of the world. Not so with intellectual and mcral 
sciences. No reliableness has yet been attained. 
Every thing is yet in doubt, and in dispute. Not 
one fact has been fully settled. The world is di
vided anil distracted on every point in religion and 
morality. Should it be affirmed that a God exists, 
very great authority can be adduced to contradict 
the assertion. Let the opposite be affirmed, and 
the authority is still more ponderous.

Should it be alleged, that the world was created, 
very respectable authority can be arrayed against 
it. On the contrary, let it be asserted that the 
world was not created ; but always existed 
present; and the opposition is still greater.

The greater portion of mankind never 
taineil a doubt that some acts are morally 
and others morally wrong; but respectable author
ity is not wanting to dispute the proposition. It 
has been both learnedly and ingeniously contended, 
that man necessarily follows the stronger motive; 
that for those motives he is not responsible, and 
has no control over them ; that his character is 
formed bv circumstances—is formed for him, not 
by him ; that “ God foreordains whatever comes 
to pass,” without the agency of man. All these 
issues are vet open, and have not been placed be
yond the sphere of logical disputation.

Should it be affirmed that man will exist beyond 
the grave, the answer is returned that death is an 
eternal sleep, and that future existence cannot be 
proved. Affirm that there is such a place or state 
as heaven, and it is denied ; affirm the contrary, 
and it is also denied. Affirm that there is a hell, a 
devil, or a state of future misery, and the proposi
tion is largely admitted and largely denied.

That the consequences of any acts committed 
here, can reach beyond the grave, is matter for 
animated and bitter dispute. Should it be con
tended that the marriage institution is proper, it 
can be disputed on learned authority. So of every 
proposition that can be started in the whole range 
of religious or moral disquisition.

Now why is this so? Is it because every moral 
or religious principle is equally true or false? Are 
moral acts both right and wrong? and either 
equally indifferent? Are they equally true and 
equally false ; equally right and equally wrong ; 
equally useful and equally unusefu’. ? This is im
possible. Then why is so much confusion permit
ted to distract and bewilder the human intellect? 
What has occasioned this dreadful perplexity ? Is 
it true that not one fact is yet settled beyond dis
pute in the whole range of morals ? Yes, it is really 
so; and it is equally true of every idea that the 
human intellect has ever conceived.

What has logic settled? "What has it really 
demonstrated beyond the power of disputation ? 
Has it demonstrated that any thing can be proved ? 
lias it demonstrated that demonstration is possi
ble?—that any one exists to demonstrate?—that 
any one exists to whom a demonstration could be 
made; or that any thing exists to form a subject of 

Can logic prove that logic exists ? 
,gs are acknowledged to be hope

uncertainty 
human pro-j 

fondly I

will Success follow s*mPLv, that both falsehood and truth may be ! issue; while all else will end in fault-finding, dis-;

That Dr. R. has the cause of Spiritualism at Pute i and therefore he must not use his memory 
friend, no one can doubt who he has proved its existence. How will he prove 

’ ’ ' " still it often Te ~

as at

taught, and it becomes our duty to ascertain as far i pleasure and antagonism.
as possible j '______

, heart and is its warm
i has read his “Religion of Manhood ;” 

SRTRTTTTAT.TSM AND ITS DEVELOP- I haPPens that thc indiscretions of friendship are as i 
MEJTTS. | injurious and offensive as the antagonisms of an

Although Time has the reputation of working. enemy.
uoiulers, we venture the assumption there are few, i We find reflections of the above character more , 
if any, who have not been a.-tonished at the devel- ■ or less present with us, whenever we meet with 
opinent and the progress of Spiritualism, simply I Spiritualists, as there is a strong desire on the part 
because its unlooked for phenomena have entered as j of some to apply the principles of the Harmonic 
a new force into thc drama of life, while few, very i Philosophy to something " substantial and 11 use- 
few, were prepared to receive it, and fewer still to [ fill,” which means, in particular, Socialism, or the 
comprehend its mission. j reorganization of society. It may be, when the ;

The explanation for this assertion must be found 1 time comes, we will have a few words to say on j 
in the characteristics of the age, it being practical I the subject; but at present we feel free to remark ’ 
and external, instead of Spiritual and internal. 1 
follows therefore as cause ami eflct, for where the ’ ductive of any good, because as yet little has been 
sources of culture are materialistic in character, ' developed by the many attempts at association, 
none but the prophet or Spiritual seer would look Communism, Socialism, Ac., but disappointment i 
for more light, or a new development of Spirit-life | and loss of faith.
in such circumstances. Whether society is not to be purified and har-

That Spiritual life has been in a negative state : nionized by such enterprizes, we cannot now as- 
for many years, few will doubt who know the rc-1 sort; but of this we are sure, that bbforc any such 
ports of the churches ami the general issues of the ! thing will be developed, men will have to be bless- 
times,—but, while thej'iri was obvious to the ob- i ed with tiro things they have not at present in 
serving mind, few were Spiritual enough to come , common, viz.: a jrraellcal philosophy of the Lu- 
to any conclusion beyond the jact that wc were, ! man mind, by which character will be understood 
as a people, about to have a great chaiuji. This i and appreciated, and a living “ charity" whose 
conclusion was so general, however, that it gave function of patience will not only develop hope in 
consolation alike to all kinds of mms, from “ Nodi-; practice, but keep thc more radical and thoughtful 
ingisin ’ to Millerisui, and therefore could be of no ; from impatience with their less fortunate brothers 
actual good in directing the mental energies that ( and sisters.
work for the present and molded the future. Spir-! Spiritua]ism must w barmomze life and its de- 
itualism has, however, in four or five years, lashion- veIopments as to preserve their equilibrium, or else 
cd into life a philosophy, theology, and a scientific | lbeir pll-llosopliy n-m be of little value,—since the ’ 
detail of all thc facts and phenomena connected ; l( worId- by sad cxpcricnces knows that “ a house i 
with life ; which has done more than any revolt!- | divi(kd agail)Pt itsdf ca„-t standy Noj. can any. | 
tion of the past, to quicken thought, expand reflec-; dling grow into powerful activity, good, bad, or in- -

What is Tkutii?

It! that any and all such issues are unwise and unpro-! 
L _ f rl ,-.4*  ii ’A or*  1 >41-1 zx liar Tazaz-it-1

tion, and develop the general energies of thc whole • difrcl.entj that has in 5tself the wife of division and [ 
man. Nevertheless, we have many Spiritualists | — - -
who are as impatient of as if there was ’
nothing done, because the development of Spiritual 
philosophy is mjt as general as the acknowledgment 
of its facts.

Impatience has expanded into comqilaint, and 
with so marked a tma, that men who ignored Spir- j 
itual existence, and for many years have been ac-1 
live with pen and tongue in developing the dogma ! 
of nolhimjism, find consolation in the issue, if we 1 
are to believe thc language of thc Investigator of | 
July 15. To be sure the writer needs some conso- ’ 
lation, considering that liis comments have been j 
called forth by thc acknowledgment of his surprise j 
at the conversion of Robert Owen 
which the write! is pleased lo call 
lusiou.”

Wc can fully- comprehend the
writer, but have little consolation for him beyond ; 
the assumptions which he has given to his readers I 
in thc following. He says:— !

“Why, the fact is, Spiritualism is using itself up 
so fast by the folly of many of its own deluded 
votaries, that, wc expect in about five years the ; 
whole bubble will explode and vanish into thc j----- -• -------- =— -t- — r-■.. uur
oblivion of the other religious monomanias which ’ brother a “ fool,” whether there be “hell fire” or

to Spiritualism, i 
“ a rdifuais !>c- \

disunion. What Spiritualism mostly needs is, that1 
the religious clement be brought into action, and a 
concentration of effort be made to impress the age 
with its philosophy and light. Wc have no appre
hension, however, but the time is near at hand, 
when the mass of mind now in the Spiritual faiui-1 
ly, will develop something worthy of itself—so 
that Spiritualists shall be known as “ a peculiar 
people, zealous of good works.”

While, however, we hope and pray for this time, 
we shall not become impatient at any phase of life 
which progress may throw to the surface; no, not 
even “ folly ” itself, as we expect in the reaction 
from doubt to faith, from “folly” to philosophy, 
there will be much done and much said which may 
not only make the “judicious grieve,” but be a 
subject of offence to others.

And if Spiritualism cannot comprehend and 
harmonize such cases, there must be some defect 
in it—: 
physician but those that are sick”—and getting ini- 

\ patient with progress we are very confident is! 
, neither philosophy nor prudence. Besides, it is 
■ nearly time to give up the practice of calling our

’ v v | sweet emotions i
■since >t is not “the whole” that “need a the Jllatter ends.

’ .............................. ’ ’ I

. How will he prove
If he does not use his memory, he can have | 

j but one object in his mind at once. Let that object 
i be memoiy, the thing to be proved. Then he can 
j have nothing in the mind, at the same time, to 
I prove it with. On the contrary, if he has anything I ness;
in his mind to prove it with, he cannot have memo
ry in his mind at the same time, to be proved.

Consequently, as soon as he has something in Iris 
mind to be proved, he can have nothing in his mind 
to prove it with; and as soon as he has something 
to prove it with, he has nothing to be proved. 
Therefore, the existence of the human memory must 
rest on the evidences of consciousness, without any 
hope of proof.

If we attempt to prove the freedom of the will, 
! we must lay the will aside till we make the proof 
I But we cannot make the proof without reasoning, 
and we cannot reason till we will to reason; there
fore the proof is forever beyond our reach. We 
cannot reason at all, till we admit the declarations 
of our consciousness that the will is free.

We assume the freedom of the will, tlie moment 
we begin to reason ; and therefore it cannot be 
proved. Neither can it be disproved for the same 
reason. We cannot disprove it till we will to do 
so; therefore we must assume the freedom of the 
will, before we can deny, or attempt to disprove 
the fact.

The existence of such a thing as a law, defies all 
human proof. We cannot reason without laws. 
Our only means .of proving is to appeal to some 
law of science or of thought. Before wc begin to 

i reason, we must admit the reliableness of the laws 
I employed in the process ; and therefore the point 
to be proved must be known and admitted before 

I reasoning is of anv value. Consciousness alone can 1 c " j inform us that there is such an entitj- as law. 
| We shall find ourselves in the same difficult}’, if 
i wc attempt to prove the existence of such a thing 
as cause and effect. To prove a thing is to pro
duce an effect. Therefore wc cannot attempt to 
reason without attempting to produce an effect; 

i and therefore we cannot prove that there is any 
such thing as cause and effect; because wc must 
assume that relation of things before we begin the 
proof.

Wc cannot prove that there is any such thing as 
truth or falsehood, because we must know that 
there is such a relation of things, before our proof 
amounts to anything. All proof is derived from 
fixed laws, which must be known to be true, or we 
could not know whether a point were proved or not. 
The very fact of truth pre-supposes a knowledge 
of the laws on which the proof is based.

No man can prove that he derives any happiness 
from the exercise of benevolence. He feels the 

' cet emotions running through his soul, and there

lent and troublesome again, she will be at once ar- I am, as a necessary consequent; but I at- ume or 
rested in the midst of her most daring enterprises, [presuppose that lam, as a necessary antecedent, 
and held in bonds till she learns her weakness. ; without which the proposition, “ I think,” cannot

Therefore reasoning is forever arrested in her I be true. If he had said, I do not think, lie would 
progress, till she confides in the superior authority ; have assumed the proposition, I am, as : iie only 
of consciousness. ? condition on which he could say, I do ma think.

Now, since reasoning depends on consciousness, ‘ The act of speaking or acting at all, presupposes

I

i the existence of the person who speaks or acts. 
The argument of Des Cartes amounts to this, “ I 
am, therefore I am,” which is ridiculous and 
absurd.

But how did he know that he thought ? Simply 
by his consciousness. Then’he assumed the teach- 

’ ings of consciousness to be reliable, and made that 
prove or disprove conscious- i fact the foundation of his proof. But that was the

it cannot be applied as a test to consciousness ; be
cause that would be making consciousness depend 
on reasoning, instead of reasoning on conscious- 

; and, since reasoning derives its authority 
from consciousness, it cannot be applied as a test 
to consciousness ; because that would make con
sciousness a test of itself, which is absurd.

To make reasoning _
ness, would be to make consciousness prove or. point iie set out to piove. lherefore he assumed 

the point to be proved, and made that as-:rmption 
thc foundation of his philosophy.

Lest we should be thought to draw ou. conclu
sions unfairly, we beg tliat the reader may notice, 
that the proposition, I think, is without meaning, 
unless the subject A represents some person who 
thinks, and the predicate think is affirmed of some 
person who thinks. The existence of this person 
must be known before the affirmation can be made, 
that lie thinks. Des Cartes, therefore, could not 
have truthfully affirmed, “ I think,” unless he pre
viously knew his own existence. When he said, 
“ I think, therefore 1 am,’’ he ended exactly where 
he began. He began and ended w'itli the fact of 
his own existence, and this he received on the 
authority of consciousness, which is the thing he 
resolved not to do.

He therefore made consciousness the foundation 
of his philosophy, while he professed to build upon 
proof.

Why did that deep and acute philosopher fall 
into such a mistake ? It was the unavoidable re-

disprove itself. Consciousness would become the 
prover, the proof, and the thing to be proved; be
cause all would depend upon it as a foundation. 
Now if reasoning could disprove the existence of 
consciousness, and consciousness could be taken 
away, or be out of existence, as the thing dis
proved, it would still exist as the prover and proof, 
and be out of existence in one form, and would 
still be in existence in two forms, which is ridicu
lous and absurd.

It is evident that the teachings of consciousness 
must be confided in before reasoning can begm ; 
therefore they cannot be established by reasoning; 
and if they could be established by reasoning with
out the aid of consciousness, we could not know 
it; and therefore we should be obliged to prove 
that we had reasoned ; we should be obliged to 
prove our proof, and prove that we had proved 
the point in dispute; all of which would be im
possible without the sanction of consciousness. It 
is therefore impossible to apply reasoning as a test 
to consciousness, until we can reason independ-
cntly of consciousness; and therefore reason with- suit of the false axiom on which he attempted to 
out being conscious that wc exist, or that any build, that nothing must HE 
thing else exists ; that wc reason, or that any one 
else reasons.

In order to prove or disprove the authority of [ he assumed it; and he finally built on conscious- 
consciousness, wc must be unconscious at the time, 1 ness, because that is the only foundation on which 
and must not let consciousness be in any way 
necessary to tlie proof; but in order to know that 
we had proved any thing, wc must be conscious of 
what we had done.

Therefore we can neither prove nor disprove thc ■ 
authority of consciousness, till we can be uncon
scious of existence, and yet conscious of it; un
conscious of the teachings of consciousness, and 
yet conscious of them ; unconscious of the proof 
of the truthfulness or uutruthfulness of conscious
ness, and yet conscious of it, which is absurd.

Therefore it is impossible for reasoning to be em
ployed as a test of consciousness. But conscious
ness is the only test of reasoning; because we 
cannot judge whether an argument is correctly 
conducted or not, nor whether thc conclusion is 
correctly drawn from the premises or not, without 
our consciousness. Now, since consciousness is 
is thc test of reasoning, it follows that reasoning 
cannot be the test of consciousness.

We have also seen, that should reasoning lead 
to the conclusion that we do not exist, and that 
consciousness is fallacious, no one would believe 
the deductions of his own reasoning. The con- 

I'oiild not be over-
Thc active currents of life would still flow

The lamp of life would still burn. The ocean
with restless commotion.

RECEIVED WITHOUT 
proof. It was an unavoidable result; because the 
moment he attempted to prove his own existence,

ofit, j

to j
; but to those whose souls I sciousncss of his own existence

hc could build. lie who attempts to Jivoi.i it, will 
find himself planted upon it, the moment he begins 
to think, speak, or act. The teachings of con
sciousness are thc only reliable things known to 
man—the only foundation on which we can build, 
even if we attempt to reject it. It is, indeed, the 
only FOUNDATION.

If any differ from us in adopting this foundation, 
we ask him to take any other, and risk the conse
quences. What will he do?

lie cannot think a thought, speak a word, per
form an act, nor recognize his own existence, nor 

I that of any person or any thing else. He cannot 
ent nor ’kink, can neither affirm a thing nor deny 
it, admit, assume, nor attempt to prove, lie must 
consent to be a nonentity—must not be at all. 
His very existence will be a standing refutation of 
his theorj’.

He cannot be allowed to assume his conscious
ness, and to act upon it; and make that the only 
means of doubting it, as has universally been the 
case with those who have distrusted their conscious
ness. But the doubter may say, as objectors arc 

; fond of saving, that he is on the negative, and it 
| devolves on the affirmative to make the proof. But
■ lie must recollect, that in the absence of conscious
ness, there is neither affirmative nor negative. If 
there is such a relation of things, and if it is a

, settled rule oT logic, that the affirmative is bound 
to make the proof, it follows that the point in dis
pute is admitted ; because these distinctions can 
exist onlyamong conscious beings, who have a very 
considerable knowledge of men and things, and of 
the rules of logic, and the settled principles of 
science ; all of which must be kept out of sight, till 
the truthfulness of consciousness is settled.

He cannot throw the burden of proof on his op- 
i ponent, because neither he nor his opponent yet
■ exists, as far as the argument is concerned. Their 
I very existence is involved in the question, and must

’ ’ not be assumed. Let no one flatter himself that 
j we are anxious to persuade him to adopt the plat- 

‘ j form which we have laid 
, rather, to reject it if he can.
i how an objector can exist; because the moment 
, the reliableness of consciousness is denied, it is ad
mitted ; and therefore the objectors in instantly con
verted into a defender of our platform. Therefore 
an opponent can never be found. Professed oppo
nents arc the best defenders of what we contend 

. for.
It is sufficiently demonstrated that thc veracity 

of consciousness is a truth which cannot be proved, 
denied, nor questioned.

It is an astonishing fact, that in any conceivable 
mode of proof, the conclusion would be assumed 
in the premises.

No one can reason on thc subject without admit
ting to himself the proposition, I reason. But we 
cannot reason without thinking ; therefore the ad
mission, 7 reason, is an admission of the proposi- 
1 think, which is the elementary proposition of 
Des Cartes.

His argument is, therefore, the only one that 
could have been adopted, since every other is but a 
different form of his, and may b'e reduced to it. 
Hence we cannot reason at all on the truthfulness 
of consciousness, without beginning with the pro
position, I think. But we have seen that thc pro
position, I think, assumes the proposition, 7 am, 
which is the point in dispute. Therefore any pos
sible mode of inquiry into the truthfulness of con- 
sciousness must assume the conclusion in the prem
ises.

It is one of the greatest evidences of the agency 
of a great intelligence in the orderly structure o'f 
thc universe, that the foundations of human knowl
edge, deep laid in our consciousness, are so wisely 
presented to thc understanding, and are so effectu
ally guarded against unbelief, that we cannot open
ly deny, nor silently disbelieve, nor seeretlv doubt 
thc teachings of consciousness, without assuming 
the point that our foolish pride of intellect would 
call in question.

If any man demes, be admits the propostion, 
“Ideny.'' If he disbelieves, he admits the propo- 
Sibon, “ 7 disWlerem If he doubts, he admits the 
proportion, “ I doubt." But iu all these proposi
tions the subject I assumes the existence of some 
person who denies, disbelieves, or doubts. There
fore we cannot deny, disbelieve, nor doubt the 
verity of consciousness, without assuming the point 
in debate.

Wc have now seen that the teachings of con
sciousness can neither be proved nor disproved, af
firmed nor denied, doubted nor believed, admitted 
nor rejected.

We cannot prove them, without a conscmus and 
antecedent agent to prove them. We cannot dis
prove them, without a conscious and antecedent 
agent to disprove them. And could that agent dis
prove them, and show that they do not exist, or 
that no reliance can be placed upon them; this 
conscious being must rely on his consciousness for 
the reliableness of his reasoning, and must there
fore rely on what he had disproved.

After consciousness and its teachings had been.

i

Wc cannot prove that thc sweet melodics 
music awaken emotions of delight. We feel 
and those who have also felt it, may know how 
sympathize with us; 
do not respond to music, we can impart no proof! ruled, 
by logic. on

Thc Christian cannot prove that he feels a joy ’ of thought would heave 
which surpasses all that philosophy can explain, or j Consciousness would whisper into the car of being, 
that the imagination can paint, or eloquence unfold.; and the devotee at the shrine of reasoning, after’ 
He feels thc sweet consciousness of it, raising him ! i,e pad confessed liis nonentity, would rise up and 
higher in the scale of happiness, and extending liis | affirm_ “ I stiff exist.” '
perceptions into regions of . | Hence, in every aspect of the case, it is impos- ;

•• rermanent delimit— : sible to make reasoning a test of consciousness.!
Full itbovc measure.” : , . . , u r r 1 • II lhe almost universal practice, therefore, of making | 

But those who have not felt it, must forever re-: reason the test of every thing, is evidently absurd. ! 
main ignorant of its happifying power. ; Hence thc vast amount of ingenious effort that has I

: The principal sources of human happiness are j been expended in trying to verify the teachings of j
IIow far j those which consciousness alone reveals to us, in-1 consciousness, has been worse than lost. It has

: will ’ dependently of the pow. rs of logical demonstra-; unsettled every fact known to man. There 
tion. ■ one fact in literature, art, or science that has yet

i The extreme absurdity of attempting to verify | been settled by reasoning. Every thing is open 
consciousness by reasoning, will be apparent if we ■ for discussion. Philosophers have iaught us to de
make the attempt. mand proof of our own existence, of the existence

In the first place, we must lay aside all the ob- of thc external universe, of the existence of such 
jects of consciousness. c must not use them in a thing as cause ami effect, of right and wrong, 
our proof; because their reliableness is the point j and all the truths on which human knowledge 
in dispute; and if we use them, we cannot tell i depends.
whether our proof is correct or not. We must ’ Philosophers have entirely overlooked the fact, 

j not use doubtful facts in our proof, or the proof; that it is beyond the power of reason ever to settle 
itself must be doubtful. | one fact IVe have shown that reasoning cannot

We must lay aside everything that rests on our I confirm thc truthfulness of consciousness, and of 
consciousness. M e must reject our own existence, j course, it cannot confirm any thing else ; because 

I the evidences of our senses, the freedom of the ! every thing else depends on consciousness. Ilith- 
■ will, the exercise of reason, thought, memory, and j erto wc have found ourselves wandering amazed in 

M c must reject i a universe ol unknown, disputed, and disputable

have arisen, lived their little hour, and then were 
blown out of existence by the breath of ennmon ; 
sense in as effectual a manner as when insects, 
fluttering gail_v around a candle, get their i 
scorched, and, falling into tlie blaze, burn up.”

No doubt this conclusion is natural to the writer 
for while he considers Spiritualism a “ religious ik ( 
lusion, and Spirit-life an irnqiossibllily," such must be j 
the character of all liis conclusions, no matter how I 

farts authorize other and different beliefs. ;
But, while such language may lie very natural 

to the Investigator, we cannot very well under
stand how it comes to pass that the writer of thc ! 
above should find authority in Dr. J. H. Robinson ’ 
for such an issue with facts; for if the Doctor 
should conic out to-morrow and say or write that 
Spiritualism as a whole was absurd and impossi-; 
bJe, the facts would be lm less facts, because of: 
such a change of mind. Aor can wc comprehend : 
the philosophy of all that’s in thc following, al
though it has this approbative comment from the I 
Investigator :— ;

“ Read, if you please, thc following from the i 
Spiritual Telegraph of July 8, written by Dr. J. II. | 
Robinson, one of the most intelligent and candid ' 
Spiritualists in this country. Speaking of the ab- ' 
surdities into which a large portion of the Spiritual
ists are driving, Dr. R. says :— j

‘ Observation and experience have convinced me | 
that there is no absolute safety out of one's own ’ 
common sense. Common sense is a very good 
angel, but she has been banished from many Spir-, 
itual circles as well as other circles. Would to : 
lieaven she would arise in potent might and grap- . 
pie with tlie imbecile monster of fanaticism, and 
‘ bind him a thousand vein s.’

‘There is a pseudo-Spiritualisin, inndi over- ’ cxact science. ; h-
grown by ovcr-leeding, who nas got on his ‘seven .. . !
leagued’ fanatical boots, and goes fast for one who ' 
carries weight—of absurdity. But his course is 

, erratic, first this way, and then that—no fixed ob- 
f ......  ’ ; ject in view—feeds on excitement, and thirsts forij^tg.
the same process: wonders. I believe that seventy-five per cent, of ■ ~ ’ 

Simply his the qn-iraillmj Spiritualism is spurious or useless, 
’ or both. Many well-meaning persons are cxpcct- 
I ing mighty revolutions, sudden change in govern-; 
i incuts, and a speedy overthrow of the present or-! 
: der of things. We have ‘ governmentize-s, elcctri- 
cizers, cducationizers,’ and all kinds of izers you

: can mention, which do not affect the great ques-'
tions of the age in thc smallest possi’ ’

i They arc simple follies, which will die out, leaving 
only regretful remembrances behind, coupled with 
some wonder lhat such tilings should have been. 

’The fooiier these eccentric and puerile fancies are 
dispelled, the better 
Spiritualism. I make this assi

i • , ’ truth demands it, and not from a captious Spirit. i,-,<n„k;r, . ,
and reject the preposition that J[t- who aspires to be a genuine reformer is sonic-; I. .. " . 'v

' times obliged to sj>eak plainly, with one great ob-;lc ,a j'eness °f consciousness, hat:e 
Simply because lie has proved that one is right and ject in view—the best interest of that cause which ’ -soiling the test of consciousness; thus implying 
the other wro'.i”. ° le considers sacred. A thousand times better are the false axiom, that re:

wi . • f ,i , ■ . . . a few words of sense from thc mundane sphere,r,r l-nowb-rL-.-What object would any one have m attempting than pages of folly from an original professed Spir! knowledge.
to prove that there is no such thing as right and '= itual. It is -ichfit is communicated, and not icko 
wrong? Simply to show that he was right and communicates, that gives value to that which is 
his fellow wrong. Then, on the authority of math- world will be never revolutionized

a« i *” 4t > i ... by Spirits out of the body,—that task is reservedematics, ue hale the antecedent axiom, that there foJr in tl„. for pb.;ts, (f)
is such a thing as “ right and wroxi;.’ tell what thy are going to do on tlie earth—tlicv

With thc same reliableness we can deiluc.- a set may aid, but the /-’•?/X of .nil reformations fills on 
of axioms as true in morals as iu matheniaties. IU--

We shall have occasion to mrikc use of these in- Wc repeat our inability to comprehend the phi- sition that everything requires proof.
ductions, in connection with some very important Iosophy of Dr. Robinson in the above, because tlie to prove his own existence. 1’
discussions, in which wc cherish the hope that it ’ estimate of “seventy-live pel cent.” is not only ex- soning; but he cannot reason till he first exists, j upon. .
will appear that the theological and moral questions travagant in number but reckless in conclusion ; as Therefore he must admit the existence before he j reasoning; and from them, reasoning derives all its ’ could confirm it by reasoning,
arc not so vague and unsatisfactory as they have ! it by no means follows that because a thing,aJ'icZ or ’ begins the reasoning. This fact is indispensable to 1 authority. Take them away, and reasoning would ! to trust his consciousness, ant
seemed to be. Wc feel assured that greater exact-; a phase <f bclifis of no use to Dr. R., that per se it the validity of the proof. Take this away, and the prove nothing,
ness is attainable. In this hope we propose to dis- ’ must be “ spurious, useless or both” to every one proof means nothing; or let this be in doubt, and reliableness of consciousness by reasoning, __ L      o „r-
cuss many of the great questions that disturb the; else. Nor can we understand such impatience in I the whole proof is without foundation, and void, take it away, till we can prove them by reason-peared to him entirely free from doubt, except the
Christian world. M e feel no disposition to excite a Spiritual philosopher, since the conviction is near-! Therefore a man in trying to prove his own exist- j ing; otherwise w-e shall assume thc point to be ’ fact that he thought.
controversy, but to ascertain : ly universal in the Spiritual family, that Nature has ! cnee, assumes it in the premises, and cannot prove ' proved. ■ j Delighted with the idea that he had found a reli-

“llit.iT is q rcth ?” ! called into being and developed “many men of; it in the conclusion. He cannot make it any part' Now reason is in an awkward predicament She I able foundation on which to build he constructed
Spiritualism has thus far been devious in its ' many minds,” who must, both from natural capa-! of thc conclusion, because the conclusion must not I cannot begin to reason without consciousness, and ! the argument, “ Cogito, ergo sum.” “I think 

paths, and incongruous in its results. , city, as well as from education, place different esti-! be involved in the premises. ; she cannot have consciousness till she can begin to j therefore, I am.” He thought he had proved his
It has been on all sides of all questions, and has ' mates on thc same thing, b ” ’’ ' “.............. ........ —:-i.- - ------  ” - r ” '------- —1------ ----- ’-------- - ---’ •’- •' ’ 1 ! - • - ....

led to no positive results, except the fact that Spit- ; other philosophy. We had for a long time lived in ‘ thinking.
its of all kinds communicate on all kinds of ques-. the belief that among the happy and healthy re-' reasoning. But he cannot reason without thinking, 
tions, and in every possible manner, and teach all ( suits to be developed and made popular by Spirit-! a.nd thinking is the thing to be proved. ”” — ■
kinds of doctrines, and leave us to ascertain l ualism, was theyuct that impatience with and fret-1 the fact of thinking must be admitted, before the sciousness, and cavil no more.

IV hat is Truth ? ; ting at Human Nature is not only bad philosophy, i proof can begin; and the conclusion must be aS- entire surrender, and be content with the condi-! think,'
By this we do not mean to say that Spiritualism j but a gicat waste both of time and energy; since | sutned in the premises; and therefore it cannot be tions.

no ; because such intimations, however dclicately 
done, are not very graciously accepted, and seldom 

wings do eood to any-

demonstration ? 
No ; all these thin; 
less. Is there no remedy? Is this 
always to continue ? If so, where is 
gress? Where the fondly anticipated and 
hoped for day of deliverance?

How were these difiicultics surmounted 
physical sciences? How did mathematical 
arise to the reputation of “exact sciences?” 
ply by adopting a set of “ axioms.” But for these 
axioms, mathematical demonstrations would be as ! 
unreliable as metaphysics; and it becomes of the 
gravest importance to impure if mathematical axi
oms are any more reliable than metaphysical. 
Can we not form a set of metaphysical axioms, 
that will inspire the same confidence ami lead to 
as reliable results as the mathematical truths 
which lead to exact science? If so, the demon
strable principle mar- be applied to metaphysics 
with reliable results, and dispel much of the dark
ness and gloom that now rest on all moral subjects.

One of the mathematical axioms is the followin’’: c
Part of a thing is less than the whole. '
But this is true only by virtue of the antecedent ’ 

axiom, that—
Something exists. ;
If this axiom is not true, then the whole science ' 

of mathematics falls to tlie ground. Neither thei 
part nor the whole of a thing exists, and all science I 
is false. j

What is it that gives the mathematician conti- ' 
deuce that when he has made a demonstration, l 
and brought out a result, that 
will again produce the same result? 
confidence in the fidelity of cause ami effect. Take 
away the immutable relation between causes and 
effects, and all confidence must cease in any of the 
operations of Nature. The physical sciences would 
be destroyed, and all philosophy must cease ; math
ematics would be untrue, and all that is now cher
ished would be destroyed. Then, on the authority 
of mathematics, wc have the axiom that

Tniim: is si.cn a relation as cause ano eiteut.
Why does the mathematician accept the propo

sition, that the three angles of a triangle equal 
two right angles? a 
all the angles of a triangle equal lour right angles?

in the 
truths

Sim-

‘rs>

It were well, that our “moderation should 
known to all men.-’

de-;

be

INTUITION, OR CONSCIOUSNESS. j
Thus far, Intuition lias held but a doubtful pusi-! 

tion in the walks of science. The intellectual pro- ’ 
cess has commanded large respect, and lias been j 
the theme of the orator, thc statesman, the poet and | 
the divine, till all science is deeply tinctured with i 
the supremacy of logic over Intuition. U 
this is correct, wc trust the following article 
show.

Consciousness is that by which wc know.
Should any one ask what evidence we have

we exist, the answer must be that wc know it.
81iould we be asked how wc know that, or any oth
er fact, all we can say is, that we are simply con
scious of it.

Should wc be asked how we know that the sun 
shines, we must say, that we are conscious that we 
have seen it. Should wc be asked how we know ’ 
that Columbus discovered America, our reply must 
lie, that wc are conscious that we have been told 
so. Thc only evidence we have of the fact, that 
two sides of a triangle are greater than the third [ 
side, is that we are conscious of the fact that we I

i all the first truths in reasoning.
is so. > . ■ ■ - -

Thus it is evident that consciousness is the only ! u-ron”. 
means of knowing even mathematical truths. The ; }Ve must suspend all that we know, and then at- ’ ard bv which to test any tiling, 

ig till we admit the I tempt to construct an argument
i ti uthfuiness of consciousness. A mathematical; do ? Of course nothing. IVc could no more test ’ 
demonstration proves nothing till wc are conscious lhe truthfulness of anything, than a tree or a rock, 
of the fact that e exist; that our proposition ex-j ^nd yet philosophers will tell us that we are 

and have passed , bound to prove our own existence, the existence of;

that
down. We ask him,

Wc cannot conceive

have passed through a process which shows that it.
j the relation of cause and effect, and right and, things, either real or imaginary, •'Rnd unable to find 

e must I10t be conscious of anything. . a solid and settled point on which to erect a stand-
By reasoning 

's in common, except thc uncerta:nty of every thing.
Now, why is it so? Is it because the universe 

is an ignis fata>is, and reason a bright luminary, 
•‘Which leads tn bewilder, and dazzles to blind?"

No; it is because reason has been wrested from

till we admit the tempt to construct an argument What can we : alone,'the human family have never had one thim

that wc have reasoned; :
through a process of thought, conducted according , 
to certain laws; that wc have remembered the' 
whole process; and that wc regularly draw our ;

jiLivii a thing as cause and effect,, of right and 
wrong, the existence of the external world, etc.
The wisdom and learning of the world have been its true office, and been amused, like the infant

conclusion from the premises, according to the laws’ expended on the freedom of the will, which is af-! and unpracticed spectator, on first looking up to
of mathematics. Until all this is admitted, on the j 

; simple dictates of consciousness,
firmed by simple consciousness ; aud, therefore, all: the brilliant hosts of worlds on high. It holds up

, . mathematics . tliat can be written to try to verify it, must proceed ; its little hands to catch the stars, thinking them
ible degree. ■ prove nothing, and cannot be considered truthful, i jn a circle. ' ' .................
t h 11 vin rr \ —___ 1  . • t • '

quite within its reach.
A popular opinion prevails to a very mischievous i Every man is conscious of existence. Now, sup- j for the ten thousandth time, consciousness has 

extent, that reasoning is tin only means of know-, pose we appeal to reasoning to know whether this been arraigned at the bar of reasoning, and re- 
__  ...  , .   ...„ All science is imbued with this Spirit, and ’ declaration of consciousness is correct. Let our ■ quired to give an account of the rectitude of her 
r for the_growth of a healthy; though it is not directly affirmed in science, yet it; reasoning bring ns to the conclusion that we do not, doings. She has been obliged to face the most

;...„ assertion iHvausc I^think is uniformly implied, and made the basis of all phi-, exist. Would any man accept and act upon this 1 powerful array of counsel, headed by Des Cartes,
e!,1,1.1,1.' ; l',sOphizing'. Even those who have admitted the j deduction of reasoning ? No; every one would : and backed up by thc most profound learning, and

still made rca- : still be conscious of existence, would act accord- ■ ingenious logic that the world could furnish; but
’ ingly, and would refuse to act on any other suppo- she has found herself quite equal to the occasion,

oning is the most reliable ‘ sition. The business of life would still go on, and ’ She lias never yet been compelled to lower her
i no one would perceive that the; wcrrid had lost a dignity, by acknowledging accountability at the

Reasoning proves nothing, till we are conscious [ particle of confidence in the declarations of con-. bar of reasoning. She is thc rightful sovereign of
that we exist, that wc can think, that wc can com-1 sciousncss. It is evident, therefore, lhat men con- the realm of thought, seated on an eminence too
pare things by means of known laws, and draw j fide in the teachings of consciousness more strong-. high for genius to ascend, and too firm for logic to 
correct conclusions from premises known to be true | ly than they do in thc deductions of "their own rca-. disturb.
without reasoning. Consciousness is the final court! soiling. ' With what succc.-s her auihoritv has been dis-
of appeal. Suppose a man chooses to doubt his i Consciousness is a necessary pre-requisite, or an-■ puted, we shall see. Among the first and foremost
own existence, and to plant himself on the propo- [ tecedent to reasoning. Wc cannot reason till we ' of her opponents, we may mention Des Cartes.

Let him try ’ are conscious that wc exist, that we think, that we ; Being disgusted with the looseness of the philoso-
Hc must do it by rea-1 have facts to reason with, and subjects to reason ; phv of his times, he took the opposite extreme,

t... a__. • ----- _ ,yi[ thesc things must be antecedent to : and resolved to discredit his own existence, till he
_. lie was unwilling 

Take them away, and reasoning would ' to trust his consciousness, and therefore resolved 
But if we attempt to prove thc [ to establish his existence by the force of logic. In 

‘ ig, we must j searching for proof he found nothing which ap-

be it Spiritualism or any i Suppose a man wishes to prove the fact of his reason, and prove consciousness and its truthful- j own existence, from the fact that he thought • and
How will he do it ? He must do it by ness. What will she do? Can she ever surmount ! he made this the foundation of his philosophy It 

this difficulty ? She cannot. She is eternally at[ is a little surprising, however, that he did not dis-

She must make an I assumed in the premises. When he had said “I
, he had presupposed the proposition, “ 1 

Should she, like a fickle child, grow petu-1 am.” If I affirm that I think, I do not prove that,

Therefore rest, till she will proceed on the authority’ of con- ! discover, that the conclusion of his argument

x
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reasoned out of existence, the being that performed ' 
thc wonderful (eat would still exist, and would ’ WHAT IS RELIGION 
possess and trust his consciousness; and therefore; 
consciousness must exist, and not exist at the same 
time, which is absurd. ;

AV ho would not laugh at the lolly of a mad man , they could commune with and worship aright the 
who should light a lamp, and, with thc lamp in . invisible and unknown God. Millions ,,i souls 
hand, should search for the non existence of the ! have imagined that they were in the i Hht path; ' 

each one has empioj'ed his or her own special ; 
forms, annexing themselves to some established! 
and then existing creed; then dividing into sects, ' 
and finally adopting a form corresponding to indi-!

All minds have expa-1 
tiated, according to tlie individual fam-y, upon 
sonii' iilissful abode beyond the din anil turmoil of. to dust, 
tiiis corporeal existence; where they hoped and ; of life— 
expv ted to join in everlasting rmd iii‘-r<-asimr bap 
I1' 
particular ideal God; whole labor and sorrow 
were supposed to be unknown. Some havc wor- . 
shipped by falling oil their facts before idols of' 
trees, or colossal figures, the sun, moon, stars, etc. ‘ 

argument or proposition ne- , Others havc been contented, to prostrate themselves' 
before the (imagined present) Spirits of prophets I 
and saints, whom, they were taught, cnee fil ed in I then blossom as a rose,—men will be ready then to j Whv arc so many persons forced to believe con- 
tlie flesh, and were divinely inspired, and had the ; beat their spears into pruning hooks and their! trary to their wishes ?
I'ower c'l inllueiicii'g C nrist and God to forgive J swords mto plough-shares, and earth wid echo in I AVhv are so manv forced to believe even when 
their sins. Others who bad no faith in Lhe pro-! everlasting praises to the Iufiiiite Alpha and Oi’.ie-: they refuse to investigate it; and find in their own 
phets and saints, have conceived it nece.-sarv toad- ; 
dress God through the Spirit of Christ, and iie I 
would intercede tor them to the higher power, j 
Others could mu even think that course necessary, | 
but would pray to God himself. Others thought' 

source of truth, which ■ prayer entirely a superfluous and unmeaning pre-
; amble, or, rather, if anything, an insult or sacrile- 
: giotis act to the All-wise Being. Others still 
; thought Nature was God, and to admire it was to 
I worship, and so on, each in his own wav. 
: Ail have imagined to ask was all-sufficient; so
i long as they were in earnest, nothing further was 
i required. Now all this may be necessary, but there 
I is still no further vigorous cflbit made to obtain a 
single blessing or necessary advantage ; God is ex
pected to send all without any action from the crea
ture. M Oilld it not be. more consistent to endea- j 

. vor to obtain that sought for by thc use of. all the | 
; natural faculties that we are endowed with? or 
were they created in vain? If so, then God cieat- 

I cd all these organs and (unctions to no purpose.
And if not, then man should exert them for some I 
lasting benefit, for some ulterior purpose.

But as all things are constantly progressing and 
must be so by a natural law, so has been tiie mind 
of the human race, from the darkest and most su
perstitious ages until the present time ; and man
kind have unconsciously been advancing towards a 
trueanda practical religion,-—one without any.spe- 
cial creeds,—which can and will lie adopted by all, 
and for tiie good of all ; a natural religion, to be 
developed by the light of reason. I mean science 
and labor-—the keys to all human progression and 
happiness—which must, in the course of their ad-; 
vancement, gradually ameliorate the condition of 
all of earth’s species. Labor, directed by science, 
will eventually unfold wonders; it will procure 
every necessary and luxury that can be conceived 
by man—aye, and more than man has yet dream
ed of; it will ever open new aud multifarious ave
nues to happiness. Labor is holy ; it emanates 
from Heaven. Man is created with every facultv 
to labor; every organ and part of his physical 
body is intended by the Creator for some good 
purpose, to l.e used not only for Ilimself, but for 
those nearest in kindred to him, and more remote, 
and linalh' to be felt throughout tiie earth bv all j 

he!
on

As a stone thrown I the many lights we see gleaming around us, take j too tenacious of their hobbies to allow themselves

lamp, by the light of the lamp. But is not this 
precisely the case with the philosopher, who, bv 
the light of consciousness, attempts to discredit 
the teachings of consciousness? The point can
neither bc proved nor disproved, aflinncd nor de- : vidua! ideas and capacity, 
nied, admitted nor rejected, believed nor doubted, 
without first assuming a conscious being, who shall 
take the light of consciousness into bis band, be
fore hc can perform any act whatever.

lhe final sum is thi?,: any proposition which can 
possibly be formed, must assume thc trutlifulm ss 
of consciousness in the subject; therefore it cannot , 
become the predicate ; consequently all reasoning 
on tlie subject must proceed in a circle.

lire premises of an 
cessarily include the teachings of consciousness as 
the conditions on which they are correct; and 
therefore to try to bring them into the conclusion 
or predicate, is an abaunlity which would require 
but little notice, ha-1 it not become so common.

lhe teachings of ('onsciounness can be neither 
proved nor disproved, aHirmed nor denied, doubt
ed nor believed, admitted nor rejected. .

They must bc let alone, and simply obeyed. Its 
voice is our law. It stands forth ?.u immutable, ! 
incomprehensible, eternal 
we can never fathom.

|1 o f t r n
And Poesy, too, .shall lend Her aid, 

Persuading xs •■die sines.— 
scattering o’er your shaded earth 

Street incense from Her wings.

[F«r the Christian Spiritualist.]
DOl'BT A5B FAITH.

“Where is God ?” I asked thc stars. 
Peering through the midnight bars, 
Hurling shuddering shaft.* t?f light 
Through the blackness of the night.

"We. in answer to thy tears, 
Foil t thee to tho marching years. 
Filled with pain, and death, and care, 
As their nights with darkness are!”

“Where is God?” I asked the sex, 
Heaving wildly, restles.-ly, 
And tin*  holiww. booming sva. 
Gave thia aii’Wcr back t<> me,—

“Not one shoreward, tumbling wave, 
But hath been a moving grave, 
bee Death's trophies evermore, 
Bleaching whiter on tbe shore •

In the fi.-snrus of thc rocks,
That have stood my thunder shocks, 
I hare driven the rolling skulls 
Beyond the screaming of rhe gulls!

To tbe riser.-’ of the dawn.
Lift I up some body torn 
By thv jackalls of the sea,
And the dawn still .-ini’cs on me!”

‘’Where i.« God?" 1 asked the Howers, 
Drinking in the vt rn.nl ,-howvrs, 
But err tiny an ;ubv.-t r found,
1 >aw tinm p. ri.-li <«n the ground!

True, I ktj'w the Spring would blow 
Her bugle t-> the seed*  below ;
But di<l the llowers that then I saw
Blossom e-.er? N« v»r more!

Bears the body any 1,
That cscnpiihe graw-.-torm’s greed? 
.Search the grav. yurd-*  everywhere, 
Blossoms any boyhood there?

*’ Where is G*>d  ?" I asked of science, 
And .-lie ’aid. wiili Hern defiance,
” God's a gm-s that I havc made,
1 the shadow of His shade!”

“ Where is <■}*»»!  ?” I asked the pour, 
Starving by the (. hri>tian’> door; 
Sorrowing then he turned his head. 
Where his children wept for bread !

“ Where is tied ?" I cried again, 
Madm.'.-*  biiraiijg in my brain: 
“Sigh-born” voice!'from the grave 
Answered, "a-k the shrieking >’ave!”

Falls tiu.-re asy bit ssings down, 
On tho foroli. nd< black or brown?
When the cheek receives the brand, 
Where i» then God’s helping hand ?

Then thc Spirit. Patience, came, 
On her brow love's lambent i’anie, 
Beaming in her hand r.f light 
Wi'doiit’s - ■< ptre. «; trry white. 
Following, ram-- a mystic band, 
Chusping each the other's hand; 
Singing in the »-ar of doubt, 
Songs that struck bis dnrkne-s out! 
Songs that filled my heart and brain 
With aswi-d <’.<-li<-ious pain: 
Songs of Faith aud Charity. 
Not unmi.Ved with mystery;
bongs whose beatings st-cmed to me. 
Like summer's pu’si s on the ?ca!

Through tin- unrent veil of Trial,
Saw I the.i thc form. Denial, 
Gatberingfrom the lips of Death, 
Falsehood-, for tin- car of Faith! 
Faith, wijo-jf- r'ear« r vision ran, 
Through the darkness to the dawn I

Now a rh’hcr gift is given, 
By tin- ii'.nion. r of Heaven ; 
Falrh is gr-wn to angelhood, 
And the fo‘>t.-t‘*p'  of tb,» good 
Print with light the paths of blood! 
Vp and down the shadowy way, 
On tbe golden rounds of day, 
Spirits conic and goalway ’
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[For the Christian Spiritualist.]
OMMPOTKUT OF

I am Jehovan, “ Uncaused cause of cause. 
The Lord of lords, the lawless law of laws ; 
Tbe mighty God, creations sirelcss sire ; 
She soul of souls, and beings vital fire. 
In mo, existence first existence found. 
In me its contour, and its passR-ss bound. 
I am the light which lit that light the sun, 
Illumed their path, and taught the spheres to run. 
Those voiceless voices singing on their course, 
Proclaim me Maker, Origin and Source.

' MENTAL ALCHEMY; a TreaUse on the Mind and Nor- 
i vous Svstem. Bv B. B. "Williams-; 62 ota.
I PHILOSOPHY OF MESMERISM AND CLAERVOY- 
I ANCE. with Instruction in its Process; 80 cts.
i PSYCHOLOGY; or, the Science of the SouL By Haddock. 
Illustrated: 30 cts.

SUPERNAL THEOLOGY, and Life in th© Spheres. By 
. PHONOGRAPHIC TEACHER; bcingan Inductive Expo-

sciousneib uf the human soul I ill iact wc can con- I sitioa of Phonography, with instruction to those who have not 
- , -j r 4 '■ Hie assistance of an oral teacher. By E. Webster; 45 cts.ceive of n> lngncr, and are therefore villing to hopes and HELPS FOE THE YOUNG OF BOTH 

rnut nnv Hwrn SEXES. Bv liev. G. S. Weaver; 62 cts.rc. L Olli CdUbu mere. , HUMAN RIGHTS, and their Political Guarantees. By
If our correspondent will take the trouble to ex- ’ JlVte,¥’,uibuD 62 cts- r mi t*  • * »F ... . IMMORTALITY TRIUMPHANT. The Existence of aamine our papers thoroughly, he will perceive that God. By Rev. j. b. Dods: 62 ct?.

... , G v.. .. , + a, POWER OF KINDNESS; inculcating the Christian Princl-our position IS not a fighting one; It may be antago- pIt.3 „<■ Loveorer l-byniad Force; 30 cents.
nistic in il<elf. but our object is to disseminate truth ■ 
without denouncing 
present age- or tlie past. That men have 
not a source of condemnation with us; on 
trary, love and charity reach forth their 
assist down-trodden humanity.

There is one jioiut to which we must 
conclusion: the hint that our correspondent thro .vs 
out that we forget that human nature is de]>rured. 
It would-be impossible for us to forget it, from the 
fact that we never knew it; and how any mortal 
could know it, surpasses cur comprehension. God 
created all things, and pronounced them good; 
finally as the last and highest and best creation, He 
made man. Did lie create man bad? This would 
make God the author of evil, which is a contradic
tion. Whatever logical quibbling there may be in
troduced into thc argument to show that man 
bad, cannot invalidate the fact that mail was made, 
originally and innately, good; and consequently 
depravity is out of tlic question. The evil that is 
in the world must be attributed to something else 
besides an innate tendency in man to do evil, for 
that was not placed in his soul by bis Creator.

TFor the Christian Si4ritua!ist.J 1 some extent affects the whole. As a stone thrown I the many lights we see gleaming around us, take | too tenacious of their hobbies to allow themselves i
■THEORETICAL into - ula.-id lake v.-ill giw a ripple to extend on 1 heed that.wc keep burning that pure and sacred : for a moment to think on any other subject—and i 

AND PRACTICAL ? i every side tn the shore, so is it with man's iot. j flame within our own souls. M ithout this no man s j
Mankind, in all ages, have cndeavoicd to discover Then to do er procure the greatest good for the j wisdom can avail us. V e must, every one ol us,

;a true and infallible system of religion, by which , gri atest number, Ly science and labor combine'!, is i niin to become prepiietis—men out-peak mg from
to nra -tically worship, for whatever we mentally 1 that inner holy of holies, where are continually
wish for (pray’ for,) that, if we but use our natural I spoken to us if wc would but listen, li:c oracles e>f

' faetilli.s, will be forthcoming; if there is a will, ’ God. Thus greater men than Swedenborg will
! there is a way. If, lor instance, one conceives a arise upon the earth; and yet Swedenborg will fill 
1 plan to be a public benefit, either a work of re- j his allotted place. C.
form or a mechanical structure, he should concen- ■

’ irate the mind upon it until it becomes a public i 
J benefit. This is to accomplish some good in the I 

woi lil, that will last after his form lias mouldered I ualism, embrace it almost without a single excep- 
This, then, is to live a consistent course I tion ?

■is and must lie a practical religion. | Why do all investigators acknowledge the pres-
l to join in everlasting :ind im-ri-asine hap- ’ Use all your talent for a good purpose. If you 1 ence of an extraordinary power?

provided they were faithful in serving tlmir possess but one talent, hide it not in the earth, hut! If it is a cheat, why cannot thc mode of it be de
nse it, and if you are fortunate enough to possess i tected?
ten, you may then make yourself popular in doing I Why are thc demonstrations so common and re
good ; you will be a rule over a household, if you ; markable in private circles, when the parties pursue 
are faithful over a few things. This is an unerring • it for themselves, and for the purpose of persona] 
law. “Trvit,one and all." All can be elevated; | knowledge, where no motives for deception can 
the jubilee will then commence—the earth wiil | possibly exist ?

Em- whatever we mentally • that inner holy of holies, where arc continually

PRACTICAL QUESTIONS.
Wiiy do those who regularly investigate Spirit-

•s to the Infinite Alpha and time- i they refuse to i
I personal experience what they refuse to witness in 
| the experience of others?

W. w. B.

i especially a’subject whose avowed object is the 
overthrow of those very hobbies. We desire no ; "7 
higher court of appeals than the intuition or con- o«;ea-^nr^Ap\ncCTJ

royVER OF KINDNESS; inculcating the Christian Prfncl- 
u-> . w w > V. a. it j j Vice, ov ecu t'.
Ar.v or all of the above works may be sent by mail to pxir- 

, - •: “t-Cfipt of the price as above marked. Orders from 
our fellow-limn, either in the i our friends at a distuuce will be attended to prompt!v as soon as 

’ < received.
j Books rn>t on onr list will be procured and. forwarded at the 
j regular retail price. S

erred is 
the con- 
arms to I f rsons tlr-siroi!'. of bcroming ricmhcrsot 

— The Society foe. the Ditivsiox or Si-ibitval Knowl- 
| elih.e," may make application for that purpose to cither or tho
I Otlic.Ts of the Society, or at th. office of The Cubistian brix- 
; IT CAI.1ST.

i
THE VALUABLE l’VBUCATIONS OF 

LABOY. SUNDERLAND 
Ma.v bo found for sale at the Rooms of tbe 

Society for the Diffusion of Spiritual Knowledge.
Many new and beautiful pieces of Music, especially dedicated

■ to Spiritualists, published by Horace Waters, No. 833 Broad- 
i way, may be found lor sale at the office of this paper. The 
: Spiritual Songs should be sung in every family.
■ Bulow will be found a partial list of the pieces of Music we 
' have n<>w on band.
; Orders from the country for Music, or any of the published 

work*  <>u Spiritualism, will bc promptly filled.
AddreSb Society fortbe Diffusion of Spiritual Know- 

LEi’Ui., No. 553 Broadway. N. Y.
Catalogue of Music.

I Angel Whispers. 
St. Clair to Little Eva in Heaven.

J Guardian Spirits.
■ Pride Scbultisuh.
I Wc are iluppv Now.
I Dear Mother.’ 
' Do Good.
I Evu to her Tapa.
; Dying Words of Little Katy.

Turk Waltzes. 
Prodigal Son.

. Fairy Land Schottisch.
i Ln I’rima Donna Valse. (Jullleji.)

[For the Christian Spiritualist.j
PROBLEMS OF THE AGE. | L0VE

This age is full of problems which men are busi- ’ ,.T . , n „. . ... \ , | u Love is thc fulfilling of the law. Conversely,Iv engaged on all hands in trying bv everv means to } , „ , , ,”, jk ii” \U " ; the want of love, is the breaking of thc law. lhesolve, borne are very hard problems,—nay, some j ’ , , i „, ”... .tii i \ world is groaning under thc weight of systems andmay even compete with that long-vexed and most ■’ . , U mir , . , . , ’theories for doiug good, lhe human race areinflexible oi all physical problems—the quadrature i , , . , , , .£ -rqe “ I deeply imbued with thc desire of some greater
° ! good. The soul loves happiness, and can never

lhe intellectual ana spiritual faculties of man-u , , lt , c .. . , , . , x , . . , . r ‘ rest till that “ pearl of great price is found. Butkind arc now destined to be aevelopeu to their full, , r , ., _ , 7r, ... . , . , ,, .. I it never can be found outside of love. Howeverstretch. Everybody is satiated with k heresy i , , , ., 2 ; improbable it n.ay now seem, contention must notana “ tradition, and disposed to “ prove all; , x ., . ..... , . , . , , , , I oniv cease, but contending parties must learn tothiuzs. mu, d m doing this they could but al-i, * , , .t, , .Ll. . . , . . . ’, ove each other with embracing sympathy, lhevwavs u h<>.d last that which is good. ! , , , rL . f' .. , i must not love as a duty, but as a source oi liappi-Lut we must nut expect perfect results lrom the I . , , , x .... ;■ ncss. Their wuole soul must enter mto it, till tne 
i heart finds in it the sweetest solace and the purest 
I delight. Of what use is a correct theology without 
Hove; ora pure science which chills the soul to 
i death, or drives it to madness and desperation ?

, . „ , , j The whole soul must love—it must be loved. Hea-vclup intellectual and spiritual manhood to an ex-1 , ,,, . , , . . i ven itself would become hull, without thc eternaltent hitherto unattamed. 1. . , . . . ! sunshine oi low.Ah, it is indeed a glorious thing to bc alive in , 
this age, to become of necessity a part of the great • 
mind-agency which God is using to bring about j 
His grand and infinite purposes ’ Inspiring to us i 
all must it be to say with Carlyle, “ and to me also j 
is given if not victory, at least the consciousness of 
battle!" Yes, even though we should fill, glorious ! 
would bc such a death on the battle-field of ages’ i

Great men are born into the world, as the exi- | 
guides of thc time demand them. Each one 
preaches the Gospel, by word or deed, that men 
are waiting to hear. Our time is full of such men 
and women. These arc with might and strength I 
striving to solve thc problems of the age. They I 
will I’ume near solving them. The age of perfect i 
human development, it seems to us, is not far off. | 
The rapidly approaching nuptials of thc natural,1 
and spiritual worlds promises this.

But we must be content to ‘Gabor and to wait’’ 
yet a little longer. Prophecy steadily points her 
inspired finger toward the coming age—that age of; 
which the prophet-poet sings :

la the ln Jiutiful hvream-r, 
Once again lhe E<kn trcvs, 
Lip 's uii'h;li‘'j humiuides. 
Shall upon the earth unfold, 
Blooming through th*  age of gold I”

ell'.uls of undeveloped human nature. Man 
preaches nearer and nearer to *•  full stature ”I

I mere he exercises his immortal powers; and the |
• struggle necessary to be made in this age of puzzle i 

' | and bewilderment will, as a matter of course, de- ■

We wish the friends to know, that there is in 
process of publication in 'liis city, byE. Blanchard, 
82 Nassau street, the u PklUMphy' of Au
gustus Comte, translated l»v Harriet Martineau, in 
one volume, large type, which will be of great im
portance to any one who wishes to investigate the 
materialistic side of tlie Spiritual question.

Aside from this, however, M. Comte is acknowl
edged to be the “ Lord Bacon of the nineteenth 
century,” by those who havc studied his works.

We hope the time has come when an vuvi m w T, . / , r . , t 1 1 I Luder the present arrangements, patients who enter tho In-
JogiC—whether it come jroni the heart or the head, I firmury will receive the closest nnd Kindest attention, enjoring 
n-ill not nrevent Others <roin<r over the same fitdd r»f I us nearly os possible all the comforts of a home.

N. B.—Letters intended fur Dr. Harrington may be addressed 
....sollice. 6

_Dr. ISAAC ‘HAltlilNGTON has opened an Infirmary in 
17tb->L, near 3d-av., Brooklyn, and is prepared to receive pa- 

■ tientf and treat tlicir various diseases in the most efiicacioua 
I manner.
j A long and successful course of practice, and an experience 
. which has extended to the treatment of almost all forms of dis- 
: ease, enables Dr. Harrington to solicit the*  continuance of former 
i patronage, and confidently to offer his services to tbe afflicted

will not prevent others going over the same field of i 
culture. Now, M. Comte has done a great work for I to tliis 
Materialistic Philosophy, and, if any one cnn des- : 
troy iiiimnrl’tlUy and Spirit-life, lie seems to be the 
one.

TO THE READER.
We present in our present number, the induc

tions to a vast amount of labor.
It is (quite time that the whole subject of Spiiit- 

ualism be thoroughly investigated. “ Error is 
harmless so long as truth is left free to combat it.!‘ , 
Eor the argument on “Intuition and Conscious
ness,’’ we solicit a careful perusal. It forms a 
broad basis underlying the whole subject of Spir
itualism in its higher phases, and cannot be too 
thoroughly studied.

OPPOSITION TO SPIRITUALISM.

.... prrnr i either iii this vicinity or at a distance.
. . ,1 Under the present arrangements, pa

and ku

C A It D

creatures, for their good and benefitami as 
I is dependent oil those nearest of kin, ami also 
! the nice, for sustenance ami general benefits, 
are they to the same i .xb nt indebted to 
call possibly exist independent of his 
all are in need of manifold cares 
which it would be impo.
entirely’ for himself, and imlcpemlcnt of bis sur- 

I rounding fellow beings. In fact, nothing
dependent of itself, not even to be broil;
istence without co5peration. In all species uf life, 
it requires tlie positive and negative laws, the male 

j nnd female beings, to produce its species. Neither! 
■ is perfect in it.- elf without the other, nor both these | 
I without a still more positive and prior cause. All •

That opposition which, at first, was bitter and I 
severe, has become gentle as the winds tempered | 
to the shorn lamb. j

(>ur exchanges have < ea-ed their warfare, and j 
have receded into a modest silence. Individuals! 
arc quiet and respectful, an l there is a great calm. ’

•Spiritualism is rapidly spreading, and the bios- ; 
sems of Spring are yieldii 
summer.

I
s<‘ I

ilia. Nunc j 
neighbor : !

ainl materials, j that they may cunic to
■ihle fur each to provide ' problems for man ;

i do it. '
can he In- ! m G>'d's name accomplish the destinies of earth, 

yht into ox ' mid close ere long the diapason uf thc ages.

True faith always X : and wc who believe j 
these things will only work the more earnest!.

I tlmT tlifv niHA' I’r.liin t<A KUS
I

DR. G. T DEXTER,
NO. $ 9 EAST T 111B T Y - F1 R 3 T STREET, 

Between Lexington and Third Avenues, 
NEW-YORK. 5

Hit. RICARDO
Is ready to give lessons in modern Languages at the Harlem 
Academy, 120th-street, near fid Avenue. Young gentlemen and 
ladies from the neighboring country, disposed to learn during 

. tbe day, or in the evening classes, may come and trast with full 
j confidence in Dr. Ricardo as a practical teacher. Terms by
• agreement; but very moderate. Please to address, Mr. Steele,
| Director of the Harlem Academy. 5

PHYSICAL, MENTAL, SPIRITUAL I
HAVE YOU READ LABOY SUNDERLAND’S WORKS? 

For sale at this oilice: nnd when tbe price accompanied tbe 
order, they are sent by mail to any part of tbe country, post-paid. 

BO(’K OF HUMAN NATURE; Illustrating anewSystetn 
of the Divine Philosophy, in the form, nnd of all

' things ! Thc entire Jiatiimale of the Mysteries, Miseries, Fe
licities, of Life, Past, Present, Future. Handsomely bound in 

: cloth, containing -132 pages. 12mo. Price, $1.
I This is a Philosophical and Practical work on Man-Sciexci, 
j Individual Sovereignity, Intellectual Culture, tlie Government 
j of Children, Mentul Contagion, Fanaticism, Miracles, Witeh- 
’ craft. Sectarianism. Conjugalitv, Marriage, Celibacy, Polygamy, 
i Polyandry, and Divorce, the Divine Foundation of nll Virtue,
■ Goodness. Justice, and Integrity of Character,—Demonstrating 
i the Family Circle to be the origin of all Worship aud all Govcrn-

bpnn£ Garde II j menu It points out the fatal contradiction in the old Traditional
I Theology, and gives the true Idea of the True God. It eoivea 
. thc problem oi Jfivil, of Society—Freedom, Labor, and Frater- 
. nitv, and lhe reign of equal Justice upon Earth.
• BOCK OF PSYCHOLOGY'; Father ism. Historical, Pbiloso- 

1: giving tbe rationale of every possible form of
! nervous or mental phenomena, known under the technics of 
; Amulets, Charms, Enchantments, Spells. Fascination. Incanta- 
' uuu, .ui Uj.iv, -iiL.-ii ii-» i.-iu, a mi vv ia uii.'umu. x»«:i IU>, »» IVUliUl iu t 
| Ecstacv. Hallucination, Spectres. Illusions, Trance. Apparitions 
. clairvoyance, Somnambulism. Miracles, etc., showinghow these 
j result.- may be induced, the Theory of Mind which they demon 
| strutv. and th- benevolent uses to which this knowledge should 
! be applied. Price 25 cts.
; This book discloses the whole secret of Electro-Biology, Ac., 
j and for teaching which $lo. and even $5o, have been charged.
j BOOK OF HEALTH. Have you read Mr. Sunderland's Book 
I of Health? AU parents and children, all teachers, all who, in 

. ........ A ■ any Sense, are out. «f benl'h. should by all means read this book, 
and assistant I It contains a vast amount of information, with practical remarks 

office : on Pnreutuge. infancy, Food, Diet, Labor, Recreation, Sleep, 
’ Ent bin Clothing, Air. (’attso of Ill-IIealth. etc. price 25 cts.
I PATHET1SM. NEW THEORY OF MIND; Statement of 

its Philosophy, and its Discovery Defended against tbe assump- 
• :--s r.-cently put forth under the cabalistic names of “Mental 
Alchemy.” “ Electro-Biology.’'1 Ac. Price 10 cents.

I NEW METHOD OF Cl,’RE, by Nutrition, without Medi- 
i cine. Tho desire for Narcotics destroyed. Available for the
■ Sirk. the Lame, and the Blind, in any part of tbe country. 

x ’ lets of information, 10 cents.
For $1 5u each of these works will be sent to your order, post 

. free. Address EditoK Chhistian SiueitvALisij No. 553 Broad- 
j way. New-York.

OUR AGENTS.
The Chhistian Spiritualist is kept on sale by 

the following named persons, who are authorized to 
receive subscriptions:—

Dextei: & Brother, New York.
Stkixgeb i Townsf.xd, New-York.
De Witt £- Davextop.t, New-York.
Able & Yates, No. 25 Ami-st., New-York.
Adkiance, Shekmax & Co., New-York.
Russell A Ukothee, Pittsburg, Pa.
Mrs. E. J. Fimscii, Pittsburg.
S. E. IIovt, Troy, N. Y.
Messrs. l'lIDEEHE Co., Boston. Mass.
Bela Maizsii, Boston, Mass.
D. J. Bisiinr, Washington, I). C.
J. B. Mu:.x, Philadelphia, Penn.
IIexkv 'l'ATLoig Baltimore, Md.
Jox.vitiax Koons, Milfield, Athens Co., Ohio.
T. Y. Cu.mi:, .M. I)., No. 13”

Philadelphia.
LI. Stagg, No. 43 Mam-st., St Louis.
The Cni-.ISTIAN SriBiTUAf.iST may also be found |

in ail Spiritual bookstores in thc United States.‘ ... , < Jkinuici?, vuaruJN JLnuouuuiivni?, open?, x u.-cmauon. xnc&IlUL-Booksullci'S irenerallv. and periodical ajieuts who tion, Magic, Mesmerism, 1’hilters. Talisman. Relics, Witchcraft *-• * ' 1 c I !_•„ ....... i 11.j .. .__ n>.... <___ :.t__

to the sweet fruits of;
i
i

desire to become agents for tins paper, will please I cl 
address “Tur Socikiv i oi; the Difitsion or Sri 
itvai. Kxov. i.Epci:," No. 553 Broadway, N. I.

WHITE RINGS EOR CHILDREN. ;
Don’t use white rings for children to chew. \\ c ' 

j have known two cases in which children havc lost 
, Kt-2S, jn conseGod will solve all | their lives, in consequence of the zine used in the ! 

but 0I,]y Ihr.j'iqk man will he 1 manufacture of India rubber. It becomes absorbed ; 
Man, made perfect through suffering, shall i ‘n the system, a

c.

[For the I'hri.btian Spiritiiaii.st.J

SWEDENBORG.
The works of Emanuel Swedenborg, that

> justlv termed by an eminent Spiritualist of our 
,” are far 

leuliar functions, and must harmonize, in order to mo little read by investigators of modern Spiritual- 
. bring about an ulterior result. Nolhing can sfand jsllk Owing, perhaps, partly to the fact of their 
! isolated, lint mu.-t depend on some other tiling, and ; connected in men’s minds with Swedenbor-
thcrefore all are as a unit.
are so, must we not labor in concert for the good of: of their being comparatively neir, they 
the whole? Is not true religion, to do all the good i 
you can, and try to make all as comfortable ' 
happy as lies in your power ? Or is it merely to i 

| shut oneself up in a closet and ask the great Hi I
vine Mind to assist or boslow a thousand things, I
(that would not be received if they could even lie 
sent) without using your natural faculties to ob
tain that desired ? It seems as though the Deity 
has manifested ly unmistakable evidences, pre- 

i cepts of righteousness throughout the whole of the 
| material world, and if mankind would but worship 
j consistently, let them observe and practice more 
thoroughly what is taught them in tbe tribes ol 
animals. See how they toil to obtain for them-j 
selves and progeny ; see how many kinds dwell in 
communities and

i themselves, but for the whole.
i

are connccteu togethci ; all aie endowed with pc- iI <lav, “the greatest of modern prophets, 
nnlvit*  A 7 Hn t t An c » 511 i f lt<i »-><>,/> t.» z-\. -7.... 4-.-. ... . ... n £

Then if these thing:

man

gian sectarianism : but mostly to the circumstance 
are in

deed almost wholly neglected by those most ardent

It becomes
and vitiates the circulations so as to 

produce serious disease, and. often death. I se the 
black ones, which are less hurtful, although not 
quite harmless.

We shall notice other hurtful applications of In
dia rubber in constant and extensive use.

(LorrcspoiuJcnrr

«n‘l I in tlie study of modern revelation.
It can bi scarcely riHit thus to turn away from 

light so plentenusly bestowed. Great truths stand 
out on every page of Swedenborg’s quaint writ 
ing's; with which every earnest investigator should 
furnish his mind, as a preparation for the develop
ment of still greater future revelation.

Although ii is never safe to content ourselves su-1 what ... .......... - ..... .
; pinely with what has been taught in tbe past, it is j nf Spiritualists is Christ, 
equally unsafe to neglect any revealed truth, either j 
of the past or the present. By receiving and I,, 
elcariv imderstaiidintr oast devvlomnents. we 'r -- - 1 i
be better able to make use of those which the fu-1

' ture shall unfold to us. It is true Swedenborg has

Savakxah, Tenn., June 2’\ 1S54.
Gentlemen Editors : By accident, one of your papers, thc 

Christian Spiritualist, fell into iny hands a few days ago, and 
I examined it quite carefully. I have been an occasional reader 
uf the Telegraph, and therefore was not surprised by tbe an
nunciation of the psychological doctrines contained in thc Syir- 
itualiat By the way. I have often been astonished at the ability 
displayed in those papers advocating th? doctrines of Spiritual
ism. How is it, that those who deny its truths are not able t<> 
meet and refute them? Without assenting to the truths—or 
what it says are truths—in regard to the destiny of the soul, it 
seems strange t<» me that their arguments cannot successfully be 
met and refuted

One of tbe leading features of the number before me of tbe 
! 10th of June I.-, that the Bible great and radical truths
| necessary to be believed, but Unit os a whole, it is a l>->ok like 
I nll other books, to b<- before assent can be given to

it b-arbes — ns it contains also errors: and that the jxtlf. ru 
Christ tuuglit obedience to tbe Syna

gogue, before the opening of the New Dispensation, of which 
be was 5fess«ngcr of God, and the Kevelator. He taught the 
doctrine the truth of the*  ministrations of the old before tbe 

and referred to the Jewish Scriptures as foretelling the 
inn Scriptures. But tbe Spiritualists deny thc fundainen- 

m rtrrual nnd
taught this, unh-s that part of the Evangelists 

? taught. And more-

DR. BERGEV 1N, graduate oi tbe Medical School <■!' I’uri: 
tiiuiiila r of the Fhilobophl'.-a! Instituiv of Frame, a..- .. . 
operator of M. CabHarijet and tiie Bnr<>n du I’otut, ha> an 
nt No. im> Prinuu-struui, where he w ill receive paiieiit 
vi'!tor.<

Dr. B. Ims the superior clairvoyant I’as< hat. Randolph, 
who will examine disen>ub, am! describe perium? in the muanetic ■ tions 
bleep.
FSY’CSiOJSirrKSCAJE »i:iJXEATJ0.\N OF 

C’EILAK ACTFK.
To read the character of perron?*  by holding the handwriting t Pninpbh 

to the lorcbvud. i< a gift which D:;:y be employed in nuim-ruii*-  
instances- Tur the promotion ol’ good, and to prevent fraud and 
imposition upon the iuiw:iry.

Casus are uf constant occurrence, in thc biisinos of life, where 
a previous knowledge of character would not only mivc much 
trouble, vexation and pecuniary loss, but would often prevent 
thc most rninoitr comuqucnce.'.

In order to obtain a delineation of character of any eiie. noth
ing more is required than to ["»sscss a specimen of their hand
writing, lit may be a letter. m>te or any other document.) This 
must be unclosed in a blank envelop, taking care ilia! there be 
uo other writing, either upon the envelop or the enclose, let it 
be carefully suuied tip. put into an outer envelop, and directed 
tn Dr. CHASE. No. Id7 Spring Garden, above Ninth-street.. 
Philadelphia: which maybe delivered personally, or sent thro*  
Eiuud's Despatch; in the latter ease, a fee of $2 is expueh-d ro 
be enclosed, reison.' residing in the country, at any di-tamc. 
shc»uld write by mail, post-paid, coiiformiiig to the directions as 
above given.

Examinations fur Disease will also be made, with diagnosi*  
ami prescription. A lock of hair or handwriting should be en
closed in an envelop when thc patient cannot aUeml person
al ly. ___________________ 11—if

11

.......................NOTICE.
I Dr.. ISAAC HARRINGTON would inform his patrons that 
i lie has taken an office at the Rooms of the '•Society for the 
I Diffusion of spiritual Knowledge,” No. 553 Broadway, where 
’ he will receive his, patients, and attend to all questions that may 
i bc sent from distant localities concerning diseases, their causes, 
! nature and cure. His long acquaintance with the practice of 
. medicine, and the eminent success which has hitherto rewarded 
■ his labors, enable him to otter Li> services with u strong coufi- 
j dunce iu their beneficial eth-cts.
j W. T. PEUSCHEN;

HEALING MEDIUM.
Letters addressed to No. 612 Grand-su, N. Y., will meet with 

; prompt attention. 8

shall ■
Chris

! ml land-marks of both : for both speak of ;
• Christ expressly tbk, ....I. 71...; r

1 groups, nnd Inbor, not only for ! W1-Hten far too voluminously to admit of his works be a false or erroneous report of what he 
-■ U’_. Thc ants build for-bl.ini read in detail l.y most men few would I wtal -vou nn5W,jr to his or rcl'°rt"J

the whole in connnon a monnd, nnd display a ■ havt7 tilue or <- ‘ -____’ -1lo re-ard l" tlle Mark, this was a -penal pron-
principle of wisdom more than human. They lay ; written ; hut this is not no- 
up food for thc winter, and for the whole. The 
tenements of the honey-bee are woven into Scpa-; 
rate cells, nnd they, too, provide food for thc whole ! 
‘luring thc winter, (except the drones, who do no' 
work, and they arc killed ollj for they have no idlers j 
around them.) They will labor incessantly from l 
sunrise to sunset, nnd flj‘ olf for miles in search of' 

j food for the whole. Are they directed by their*  
[ reason to labor thu.-, or does the Divine Mind think 
' fur them ?
■ But man possesses reason, and it was designed
1 to lie used, and hc must observe closely Nature’s
; precepts, and then follow them.
I Wherefore .-uuiibl man be on earth.

But tn nccoiiipIUb a good for his race ?

Are not Nature, the brutes and the olcinuut*;  dumb,
i Tea*  bing by precept, power and grace ?

Then jdudy tbe ant and thc Leu.
The bumming bird, martin and dove :

The beaver, the otter, thc squirrel and mole ;
Scrutinize Nature and copy her love.

vpporttmity to read all that lie has

themselves of tl-.e main points of his philosophy—
i the inn.-l out-standing llicts he has revealed.

\\ e would nol, of eotirse, be understood to hold I .ball confine n:y observations 
tl’> Swe denborg as a i "A for anv man. We lin’d j il"’rc '-een in tiin.-s past,anv rev 

I no prophet, however inspired, to be a perfect rule j 
—an absolute exponent of Go Vs truth. To every j 
man, truth must be ultimately interpreted by that j 
voiee of God which is the innermost of his own ; 
soul; an<l to every man the light of truth will burn j 
clear in proportion as his soul is

Of Swedenborg as a man, it is wo: 
thin.;. So learned, yet so simple—so 
yet so Spiritual—so strong in

’ in intuition! lie stands forth amid the ages aj 
I gland proof of the fact that Spiritualism is not a ! 
: result of the credulity of ignorance. "'1 !
' Paul, hc preaches a new and living 
having mastered thc ("if at the feet of Gamaliel! 

Swedenborg was not a man to be appropriated
■ Yes, you may range throughout all Nature, and ■ solely by a sect; lie was a “ city set on a hill,” a 
j penetrate even tho constellations of worlds blazing! universal man. Among the many “ teachers sent 
Ion orbits ol endless extent, and still thc same I from God,” throughout all time, hc stands in a 
j grand law of harmony and action can be recogniz- j conspicuous place. Though there arc many pro- 
ed to prevail. Each world and each atom must blems of our time for which he has no answer; 
be designed for some ultimate and continuous goodthough he has seen “through a glass darkle’” 
each has its proper sphere and mission to fulfil.; many things yet to be fully and distinctly revealed, 
Here you see all working, and dependent on the yet hc has broken more new ground than any 
others for motion, light and heat. Man is but a 
part of the great Body, and he, too, is just as de
pendent as thc sphere for his motion, light and 
heat (speaking analogically) on his fellow man.
One is but a symbol of the other.

Man is only happy truly, when he has all the 
necessaries of life around him, and when his fel- ’ truth, to accept no error—that were scarcely to bc 
low beings are happy, because all arc really acting ' expected of angels, how much less of men. But 
under the same influence; and what affects one to j let us do the best we can, and while we rejoice in

pure and passive. ' !.:.......
vomierful t0 i 1-y^ed of tbe 
inulh dual. J 

reason, yet so clear | depraved?
. , .. I . ...

A second | Canti.-rbur 
gospel, after | 

!

deuce of God, a.noted by tbe phraseology: “If I du noi go. tlie 
comforter will m>t come!” As to table moving and »f>>

I have lo-tliing 1" say. Dr. Gregory and the cxpo/i- 
tors uf Anglicanism, can Leiter test that matter than I can. and 
I leave it with them; while I. as a Cumberland Presbyterian, 

to thc single propositi"!;: JI-.is 
elation made t<> humaniiy of the 

.iny of the soul, and what me they-fet's concerning it? Be
ginning with Abraham, lhe founder of the Did Dispensation, 
and tracing down to the present time, we find that Isaac. Jacob. 
Moses, aud ail tbe authoritative Jewi.-h legislators, taught the 

! Old Dispensation to be true: and that Christ referred to and 
continued their leachings, and then authoritatively set them 
side and promulgated a new one, which John, Luke. Matthew, 

' and all liis successors, have tried to follow; and wc find ourselves 
■s.e Scriptures in the same way that the Jews 

’•"saessed those giv-.n by their teacher?. Doyon n»»t too much 
, overlook the eir'-iim-stance that the Luman heart is by Nature 

? and that therefore without the Paraclete, reason is 
’ not a safeguard. I speak as a brother, not as one who would 
! dogmatically cvr.d- iiin you. I nm free to believe the truth, 
'• wherever I find i:. whether from the Pope, the Archbishop ol 

rv. or Mr. Koons: aud if you think you can explain 
i anvlhing from the hints I bare thrown out, 1 should bc pleased 
to hear from you, either by mi occasional tiiewspapcr essay, or 
by special corresp-mdence.

With a hope that you will not regard my curiosity as imperti
nent, I am, gentlemen, yours most obediently,

I>. A. Struct.

other man since the dark ages; and in many re
spects has uttered words for nil lime.

The wondrous day that is ftreaking upon our 
' earth is culminating fast. We shall be strenghtened 
to keep pace with the aeo.’.. rated light that is ush
ering in thc noonday ol the ages. To reject no

WONBERtTL DiSCOA JERY.; Tilt: xEiivr-.sournixG vital fluids,
! PF.EPAKEI*  EN’TIEELY BY SPIKIT-DIIIECTION', THROrGH
i MRS- E. J. FRENCH, MEDIUM, PITTSBURGH, PA- 

Thou Medicine*  are purely Vegetable, containing nothing in- 
ijurious to the sy>tem. and area certain cure for all Nervous 
I Db.cases, viz, Stl Vitus’ Dance. Tic Doloreux, Neuralgia. Iihcu- 
' mati>Hj in all its varied forms. Locked Jaw, Epilepsy or Falling 
r Siukne-s, Palsy. Nervous u»d Sick Headache. Dyspepsia, Diseas- 
; es of lhe Kidneys and Liver. Diarrhma, irregularities of tho 
! Female System, Tetter, and all Cutaneous Diseases, Chills and
■ a . -v., Cramp, Ciiolie, Cholera Morbus. Cholera, Quinsy, Croup, 
Inlluviizx Bronchitis, and all Acute I’ains and Nervous Diseas-

. es with which the human family arc afflicted, and which for 
nues have baillt-d the skill of the learned. These Fluids have 
n«>t failed to give relief in any of tbe above cases where they 
have burn fairly tested, and w<-have m>w a number of living 
witncs-es to w hom we can refer.

Feeling it mv duty to make known to the afflicted these in
valuable remedies, not only in obedience t<» thc positive ccm- 
munds of mv .Spirit-guides, but from a thorough conviction 
that they arc all that is claimed for them, and from a desire to 

, i relieve thc suffering of afflicted humanity. I propose to place 
iL them in the bunds of all at the most reasonable rates, and shall, 

; as far ns I have the ability to do, cheerfully supply it without 
w .u.mjvpuv u.n. ....v • j-u11Z‘ - Icuurue, toull wb<> may nd have the means topnv for iL For 

.^ro.uX’‘.’.hi:f??.4.?£ “*. ,r“e.G- y ood.: ™|1IU'.11' ; funSvr jwtieuUrs «.l.lrv» T. vCu>w«.s, Agini, Pittsburgh, 
- - : Pa.rriee in joper, 5" ■ gol(1 , B y,-,,,,., >•„. ;;91 Br-mdu-Hv, New-York ; H. G. Gard- 

i ner. M. J>.. No. <"A4 Woshingtun-st.. Boston; W. M. Laning, 276 
I Baltimore-st.. Baltimore: Henry 6tagu, 4--> Main-st., St. Loui*.
t Mr.-. FRENCH will continue to make Clairvoyant Examina- 
i tioii>. Examination and prescription, when the parties arc pres- 
'ent. if absent, -$10. No charge when parties have not tbe 

j : uivutis to pay. 1— ly*
v THE- GREAT “Fl A N D M I' S1 C~E^FA BLI<j 1M EN T~OF

i: oh a r r: waters. 
No. 3*1  BROADWAY. NEW-YGRR.

The best and most improved Timms nnd Melodeons in tbe 
world. T. Gilbert & Go.’s World's Fair Premium Pianos, with 

: or without the -Eoliun. and with iron frames and circular scales, 
•ationnl Church, ■ The merits of these instruments are too well known to need fur- 
m become a re- ther recommendation. Gilbert’s Boudoir Pianos, an elegant in- 

uuse of truth, iu consequence of a cbanue in re- ; strument lor Tomns. Ballet A C'umston s Pianos, of the old 
Bv John S. Adams. “ Hc answered and said . . I established firm of Hnllvt A: Co. Mr. AV. being sole agent for

■ all the above Pianos, lie can 
: house in the i
faetured exj

■ elasticity ol i
■ Broadway is oi 
' opportunity i".
American 'c

Nov.- received and for sale at the Office of The Chei-tian 
SrimTU a list, the following Works: —

FREE THOUGHTS CONCERNING RELIGION, or Na
ture versus Theology. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Tiie tuiiuc 
<>f the author is a sut'lciunt inducement to all interested in Spir- , e[n.lJC - 
itunlism and its teachings to purchase and read thc work. Price j j. *r
’*A  RIVULET FROM THE OCEAN OF LIFE, an Authentic 

and Interesting Narrative of the Advancement of a Spirit from I 
Darkness to Light. Proving by an a< tuai. instance, the intlli
enee uf man »’n earth ever the departed. With in‘r>>< 1 uct* tv 
and incidental remark.'. By J. S. A<Iar>i' of Chelsea. Ma'.-. 
Price 25 cts.

FAMILIAR SPIRITS AND SPIRITUAL MANIFESTA-1 
TIONS. Being a scries of articles by “E. P.” supposed to be 
Enoch Pond. Professor in the Bangor Theological Seminary. , 
Together with n Iieplv bv Veriphilos Credens. Price 15 ci

THE PHILOSOPHY OF CREATION. Unfolding 
Laws of the Progressive Development of Nature, and embra
cing the I’hilosopby of Man, Spirit and the Spirit-World, by 
Thus. Paine. tU l.f ...2. .........

THE RELIGION OF MANHOOD, or the \ge of Thought. 
An excellent work. By Dr. J. II. Ilubinsun. 
ceuO ’ in cloth. 75 cents.

AN EXPOSITION of Views respecting the principal facts, 
causes and peculiarities involved in Spirit-Manifestations. To- , 
getherwith interesting ]»bunomuna. smtemerns and cummuni- j 
cations. Bv Adin Ballou. Price 5" cent.-: in <do;h. 75 cents.

NEW TESTAMENT MIRACLES AND MODERN Milt- . 
ACLES. The comparative amount of evidence for each, the : 
nature of both. Testimony of a Hundred witnesses. An E>.-ay 
read before tbe Middle nnd Senior Classes in Cambridge Divin- ‘ 
itv School. By J. H. Fowler. Price t'.o.

*SPIRIT-W<’»BKS: Real but not Miraculous. A lecture read 1 
at the City Hail. Roxbury. Mass., on the evening of Septcinbt-r. 
21. 1n53. ’By Allen Putnam. Price 25 cents.

A LETTER to the Chestnut street Congr.-g; 
Chelsea. Mtt-s., in reply to its charge of bavin: 
proacb to tlie 
ligious belief. •  -----—. -------—......................  . .
/. One thing I know, that whereas I was blind, now 1 see. . .
. . And they cost him out.” Let all Spiritualists who have be

come released from thc bonds of the churches read this little 
book. Price 15 cents.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPECIAL PROVIDENCES. A 
Vision. By A. J. Darns. Price 15 cents.

THE SPIRIT MINSTREL. A collection of Hvmns and

Remarks.—We appreciate thc Spirit in which 
our correspondent writes, perhaps better than the 
points of his argument lie should bear in mind 
that it is not our object, nor does it devolve upon 
us as a duty, to reconcile the apparent discrepan
cies which any individual may find within thc cov
ers of the Bible. It were a task to which greater 
energies than our must bc successfully applied. 
'Whatever we give to the world as matter of morals 
or religion, mu .t rest upon the same basis which 
thc truth of any other subject should rest—upon 
its own intrinsic merits. We do not ask antiquity 
to give weight or cogency to our reasoning: the 
experience of each human soul is what we intend 
to appeal to, and not opinionated minds, who are

L 
lor 
. I’

offer them lower than any other 
Horace Waters' Pianos, nianu- 
nving great power of tone and 
>i other-make. In a word, 333 
depots in the world, affording an 
to be bud nny where else on the 
■hand Pianos at great bargains.

& Baldwin's Patent Organ Mclode- 
• a sweet and powerful instrument.
known and justly celebrated Me- 

The’above makes arc the 
cmm-rauient,
fro

b

id-
Music for the use of ^pirituaJiets. in their churches’and public Price from $• 
meetings. Bv J. B. Packard and J. S. Loveland. Trice 25 i Melodho.' 
cents." * ' • 'x'5”’

A TREAT!s-E ON HOMECEHATIIIC PRACTICE OF 
MEDICINE. Comprised in r Repertory for Prescribing. . 
Adapted to Domestic or Professional Use. Third edition, im
proved and enlarged. By Hunting Sherrill. M. IE, Member of only one 
the Hahnemann Academy of Medicine, etc., etc. Author of a IaiuL*.  
Treatise on Epidemics, and an Essay on tlw Cholera of ISV 
Price in cloth, handsomely bound, $1.

In addition tn the above, may be found, at tlie Society’s Rooms, ; 
the following publications by Messrs. Fowlers aud Wells, 
order to accommodate those residing at a distance, we give thc 
price of each work with the postage added. 1 , _ I uu L illlVAl Al VI1 £1 U' 1
bc pre-paid at the 5 cw-V ork rost-Ofncc. l.y pre-paving post- popular pieces of tlie day.

1 ..... . , inaries and Academies wisbin;

, ' supplies of Ml'.. WATBI;

(■ns, with two ie 
Price from •

S. D. & H. W. 
iudeons. ]’

’/ - <\s ti;
mukvs. of an m 

Martin’s unnx 
i $5 to $25. Fh 
; others, of all ku 

, ' I Dealers si., 
in ; tory prices.

U to *F  
—(.

dts
>

lan 
kcA

; a;
d G 

.. fr<

I
1

• tip 
I

d!

mars.
Ill ju

Meiodcons of other

$25 to $60. Flutenas, from 
$40. Brass instruments, and

Deniers supplied wild tlie above Tinnos and MelodeonB atfae- 
jirsic.—This list comprises tlic products of the gTeat masters 

TI... ..os".. -wHl of botb tLc American and European continents, and is receiving 
1 . constant ndditions by an extensive publication of the choice and

- - . Dealers in Music, Teachers of Sem-
____ ____   ’ ' ' Jg to purchase any music pub- 

1 lisbed in tbe United States, or make arrangements for constant 
.........________ TflltS' new issues, will find it greatly to

A complete interest to cab or forward their orders. Music sent to any
part of tbe United States, postage free.

I VEXU AXD APPOSITE SPIBITl’AL SONGS.
Applied to t!:e Improvement ' “ Angel Whispers.”—One of the most beautiful anil ex- 

: pressive sonas in print Sung by Mrs. Gillingham Bostwick 
Ba- Rev. G. S. ; with great effect Price 25 cts.

“We are Happy Noav, Dear Motiixb.”—A lorelv repre
sentation uf tbe condition of “Loved Ones in Heaven/’ Price 
25 cts.

“St. Clair to Little Eva tn Heaven.”—The outpourings 
Price 25 cts.

‘‘Do Goon.”—Sing this song, everybody; practice its pre
cepts. and this world of ours would be one of the happier 
spheres. Price 25 ctK

I “ Guardian Spirits.”—nappy he who enjoys their atten- 
......... .... ....... *—Witii splendid Lithograph repre- 

Tho Principles of Diet- senting the Prodigal’s return. Price 50 cts.
The' above pieces sro all by the most popular Composers, and 

TwelVrEecturcs? By Dt7j7b. Dods; 62 cts. ’J"’ ’ “hoRACE^WATERS^ Publisher, No. S33 Broad w»y,N^York,
’Without 'and the Universe ■Within. By NVm.’ Fishbough. A i Gilbert's Boudoir Pianos, and manufacturer of Horace Watera’

age in advance, fifty per cent is saved to thc purchaser, 
letters containing orders should lie post-paid.

COMBE’S LECTURES ON I’llKENoLOGY.
course. Bound in muslin, $1 25.

CONSTITUTION OF MAN.
edition : paper. C2 cts.

LOVE AND PARENTAGE:
of Offspring: 30 cts.

LECTURES ON MENTAL SCIENCE.
Weaver; 62 cts.

MATRIMONY ; or, Phrenology and Physiology Applied to 
tlie Selection of Companions for Life : 3d ct*.

PHRENOLOGY AND THE SCRIPTURES. By Rev. _ ............... ......... ......... ...........
John Pierpont: 12 1 2 cts I of a I athcr's heart under bereavement.

RELIGION. NATURAL AND REVEALED: on the Sa- i " ” ” -
tural Theology and Moral Bearings of Phrenology: 25 efi?.

PARENTS*  GUIDE, aud Child-birth Made j-2a>v
II. Pendleton: CO cts.

COMBE’S PHYSIOLOGY. .
Mental aud Pbvsie&l Education. ... ...

PHYSIOLOGY OF DIGESTION
ctics. By A. Combe. M. D.: 30 cts. The above piece

PHILOSOPHY OF ELECTRICAL PSYCHOLOGY, in 1 are selling rapidly.__ _ „
Twelve Lectures. By Dr. J. B. Dods: 62 cts.

MACROCOSM AND MICROCOSM;'or, the Universe1 Agent for T. Gilbert A; Co.*6  Pianos, Ilalle tA Cumston's Pianos, 
Without and the'Universe Within. By Wm. Fishbough. A I Gilbert's Boudoir Pianos, anti manufacturer of Horace Watexa’ 
Scientific Work; 62 cts. i pianos. N. B. Music sent bv mail postage free.

By G. Combe. Authorized

By Mrs.

Applied to the Improvement of dnnee iu< represented in this beanilfnl sone. Price 23 cts. 
: 62 cts. i “Tur. I’nomGAL Sos.”—With splendid Lithograph
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FAIHI AA'DHOPC £.0.0*  SA'KA’eWLLDGE 
AND NIC.HT.
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Blind luith look’ “I’ "ith »>.'=tir eye, 
And II»»Pv beclouds the brightest sky ;
But Truth unfolds with Knowledges' sight, 
The morning In-um^ «f sunlight bright.
The mighty majesty of worlds. 
The banner truth to mind unfurl?,
While Faith and Hope, mere twins of earth, 
Are falling backwards to their birth.
While Light and Lwg twin-born or Heaven, 
To mind instead in mercy given, 
Shall brightly .-hud their lightning ray, 
While Faith and 1 lope di.-.-oI ve in day.

The bright ol hope and blindest faith, 
Are but the leader? t<> npalh
Whose hope is k< n, wbv.-c fuith is sight, 
Whose player is prube, whose end i» right.
Then bury Faith and-Uopc to-day, 
And ever peek and strive and pray, 
For Love and Wisdom’s trusting heart, 
For prayer in praise will these impart.

U, happy lie who has become, 
A faithful, fund, adopted son 
Of God, thc Father’s, truthful word, 
And own the Universal Lord !
O. happy he who Lars no ill, 
Who sweetly say?, sweet “peace be still,”
I know my Father reigns above, 
And guides th:- Universe in Love!
I trust llis truth. 1 know His worth, 
His cominus in and goings forth,
II is vast de’ign, the source and end. 
From wlibdi to which cixatiuns tend !

O, blessed he whu bidc> the cause 
Of Nature's vast maintaining laws, 
And who behold-, in ut«>m>, mites, 
The power of God and him endites.
But he who blindly downward falls, 
And on a God «d’ mischance calls,
Can never hope the truth to feel, 
While lie a bigot thus doth kneel.
Then let bright rei^on own her sway, 
And wisdom point the unerring way, 
While love unites to Wed the two, 
In wedlock's bunds so fast and true !

I

ob

Jiibtorical aud Practical Treatise on Fas*  
ciuation:., Cabalistic Jlirrors. Suspen
sions, Compacts, Talismans. Convul
sions, Possessions, Sorcery*  Witchcraft, 
Incantations, Sympathetic Correspon
dences, Necromancy, etc., etc.

Translated from the French of L. A. Cahagnct,
Author of the “ Cvle>tial Telegraph.* ’

THLE.D DIALOGUE.

ma gic Minnons,

[F«/r the ("hristian fepirituali>t.]
Xirtfi’LH I TV <>F Tils 'TS5.

■ Whercfure the ]><r.vvr «»f simple, artk-ss Truth,
The wise to leach, as well a.- erring youth ?
The deepeht thought ami c< nitu outweigh.

. Tv keep the rwht ’.vliik- cunning rim> n>tr.iy.
Prescribe philo.-vpby it.” b>»jjj].l.
And all the pri<k ul' M-knce lu cmifuund.
Luck up the Mure.-i of knuwh.-dge frutn the great.
And ope them wide to inuiol' low < m;te; 
The rich, the noble, birunc allowed to fid!, 
While safety gttido the feeble and the small. 
Why do the learned .-cuk. thy path in vain, 
And why to fuu!- so .-implu and mi plain? 
That they may walk, and run, and clearly mad,
Willi childish ■•are «!<->|.i.-c all learned heed, 
With truthful heart, feel God in every breath, 
And by attraction shun the road to death. 
By feeble toil, their tiny lingers reach
The distant goal. Th« ir lielplv.-.»ne«s doth teach 
The weak to curb the strong The deaf to hear, 
The lame to walk, thc dumb to .-peak the tear 
Of penitence to wadi the mountains down, 
Which, big with dancer, fearfully du frown 
On subtle guilt, or egotistic hearts
How freely triitli her richest cifis iiupart.-> 
To humble, .-hrinking lainlirig souls,
O’er whom the tide of trembling weakness rolls. 
Men seek to find her in some sphere sublime, 
Where common men were not ilesicned to elimb. 
A land where none but cho-cn ones can reach, 
And those designed the stupid thrung t<< teach. 
A king to rule, a priot to think and guide, 
And leave the people only to vohlldv;
To pay the bills, ami delve for scanty food, 
And thank the Lord f->r umL-served good.
Men, bles.-vd M ilh power, evince a tender care, 
l’rotcctas kindly as tin- lmiury bear. 
Evince as mu<’h humanity and love, 
As starving vultures t;>r [!»• ceutiv dore.
They pity tle^c endowed n ith weaker heat’.-,
Project tin ir care u> f.ddvd Cpas spreads
Its fatal bramn-s o\ r the tainting man ; 
As kindly shelter, ami a- coo'.iy firn. 
Trust not your thinking to the learned wise, 
But ask of Him who rules ilie earth and skies: 
Who Seeks no pay. indict- in- t*>ils  nor pains 
And lays no plans t<> get your sweat-bought gains. 
When they protest that truth iies deep concealed, 
Aud only to the la\ i-i’cd few r- ’.< u’,cd.
Trust not their story, k it fur yourself, 
Assert your manhood mid withhold thc pelt. 
Awake the powers of intellect to M';ui 
The walks of G.«d, the way.- of sinful mini, 
Exert the md-lc energie.- of mind, 
The golden path of rectitude to find.
Who seek it in some deep., convolved abode
Forsake the path • f salc'.y and of God.
Blind leaders ol' the weak made thus mure blind. 
And taught and teacher to tlie ditch consigned.

"Thus man forsakes the plain and narrow way,
And straying. lends the artlc-- weak astray.

Albert.—I do not know Row far the moon’s do
minion may extend; for when I study the im
mensity of the Heavens, I do not find vacuum 
anywhere. It is, therefore, a plenum, and every
thing must thus be in com ;vt with everything in 
Nature. In this Iioundle.-a whole, all molecules 
arc in communication, and .very vibration in any 
of its parts must be felt in all others. Now it is 
natural to suppose that these communications are 
more powerful or condensed towards the globes, 
than where the matter which fills the infinitude 
is in a shite of greater rarifaction. Is it not equally 
natural to admit that these globes are therefore 
more intelligent, better informed, than the animated 
atoms which crawl on their surface ? Do not those 
who live for a century know maty- things which 
are ignored by the child who died in its cradle ? 
Do not the meditative and studious mortals know 
much more than the wild peasants or savages? Is 
it not logical to adinil the same dilfcrence between 
us and these planets wliich live perhaps for millions 
of centuries, and are in conimunicalicn with the 
whole universe? Cannot one of these celestial 
bodies possess certain notions which are unknown 
to its neighbor? Can it not, in this ease, do for us 
what we do ourselves for our brothers—teach and 
instruct? These propositions are, of course, rest
ing for tlieir validity upon the hypothesis that all 
the planets and other celestial bodies are animated, 
and moved by intelligences or souls. You have 
admitted, with me, that the moon might know and 
act upon itself, although you denied that it could 
enter into communication with the earth, and con
sequently inform us of what wc might wish to 
know. I cannot share your views in this respect; 

j it is evi'lent to me tliat thc moon is in relation with 
! the cal til, and all the bodies which make up our 
| system. Now this relation cannot be but the re- 
| suit of an interchange of molecules which escape 
| our material eye. Should even this relation not 
| exist at any time, we should at least admit 
! that at certain phases, there is a certain sympa- 
i thetic emission of these corpuscles. How could 
! otherwise be explained the moon’s influence upon 
j our globe; influence by which it produces the 
i tides an<l many other nietheoric phenomenon? 
. Why should it not likewise influence our constitu- 
i tion, our thoughts, or even actions? As for me, I 
| consider this influence as mathematically demon- 
! strated. The periodical apparition of the woman's

w:i

[From the Household Words.]
BMAlt T3SME US*  KRAVELY*

• Bear thee up bravely. 
Strong heart and true*.  

Meet thy woes bravely. 
Strive with them too I 

Let them not win from thee 
Tear of rc-zret. 

iSuch were a sin from thee— 
Hope lor good yet!

House thee from drooping, 
Cure-laden soul.

Mournfully stooping, 
’Neath griefs control;

Far o'er the g’oom that lies 
tsiiroudir.g the earth,

Light from eternal skies 
fehows us thy worth.

Nerve thee yet stronger, 
Kesolute mind:

Let care no longer 
Heavily bind.

Htse on the t-axle 'sings 
Gloriously free !

Till from material things 
1’ure thou slnilt Le!

Bear ye up bravely. 
Sutil and mind too !

Droop not so gravely! 
Bold heart and true !

( lear rays < f streaming light 
>hinc through the gloom.

God's love i- beamin'! bright 
E'en round the tomb I

Heaven.—Whittier, speaking of Heaven, says: 
“ Wc naturally enough transferto our idea of Hea
ven whatever we like and reverence on carth. 
Thither the Catholic carries on, in his fancy, the 
imposing rites and time-honored solemnities of ins 
worship. There the Methodist sees his love feast 
and camp meetings, in the groves and by the .*1:11  
waters aud green pastures ol the Blessed -Abode. 
The Quaker, in thc <tilhiess < f his self-communion, 
remembers that there was r-iicuce in Heaven. 1 lie 
Churchman, list'.-ning to tie? solemn chant of vocal 
music, or tlie deep tones ol the organ, thinks of 
the songs (4’ the Libers, and the golden harps M 
the New-Jerusalem.

The Ileaven of thc Northern nations of Europe, ’ 
was a gross and sensual reflection of the earthly the knowlcd; 
life of a barbarous and brutal people.

Thc Indians of North ?uncriu.-i had a vague no
tion of a Sunset Land —a beautiful Paradise far in , 
the West—mountains and lorusi.s filled with deer 
and buflaio—lakes and streams swarming with fish
es—the happy hmiting-grmmd.of thc Soul.

A venerable and worthy New-England clergy
man, on his duath-bed, just before the close of his: 
life, declared that he was only conscieus ol an aw- i 
fully solemn and intense curiosity to know the great' 
secret of Death and Eternity.

Yet we should not fnrgi t. that “ thc Kingdom of 
Heaven i.s within;” that it is the state of the af
fections of the soul; the sense of a good conscience ; 
thc sense of harmony with G<?d ; a condition off 
Time and Eternity.” I

ill riiTrtiMiMiMliMaMMMMWM ' 11fVi" * 1
gilded by the electro-metallurgic process. I perfer 
this process of making it for two motives, 1st, It 
is less expensive than those made up entirely of 
gold. 2d, This last metal having a great affinity 
for iron, Hie two metals will adhere powerfully to
gether, and produce, besides, a galvanic current 

I which will increase very much the force of the 
mirror.

The silver globe must bc made entirely of this
metal, but very thin.

Thc iron one should bc made in the same man
ner.

The mercury globe must be made of glass and j be illogical enough to accuse now the hermetic 
filled with quicksilver, which it would be too diffi- j philosophers of delusion and madness? You see, 
cult to fix upon a metallic sphere.

The tin globes, as well as the copper and lead 
ones, must be made respectively of these metals.

These globes must bc carefully polished and bur
nished over a lathe. Their inside must be filled 
with aromatics, and narcotic plants bearing analogy 
to the properties of the metal which forms the 
globe. Thus, in the silver one poppy must be put; 

I in the iron, hyosciamus; in the tin, hemp-flower; 
in the copper, twenty or thirty grains of opium; in 
the lead, belladona. The gold globe does not want 
any stimulating substance, being by itself light, 
and by Mars (iron) with which it is united, activity. 
Poppy is well appropriated to meditation; hemp
flowers to science; opium to sexual intercourse; 
belladona to appreciation and understanding. Fi
nally, all these mirrors must bc overcharged with 
magnetic fluid on each daj- of their domination.

Jonx.—In your description, I see a great num
ber of more or less complicated, more or less pow
erful mirrors; but yet, I do not see any one that 
maj’ be offered with certainty to the public.

Albert.—I think, my friend, that the infallible 
mirror you require will not be found for some time ; 
and it is in consequence of this conviction that I 
propose the different ones which I spoke of. My 
object has been to enable you to get up a laborato
ry of Spiritual optics, which may offer as many 
chances of success as probable in thc present state 
of our knowledge ; many mirrors are necessary to 
pursue the proper experiments, because it often 
happens that a person who cannot see in one, sees 
very well in another mirror. The more you have, 
thc more probable it becomes that some one will 
answer to the wants of the experimenter.

John.—I admit your explanation ; yet I think 
you attach too much importance to the molecular 
emanations of which you spoke so much. Sup
posing even their existence, I cannot better under
stand how these atoms could make ine acquainted 
with what I do not know ; their action cannot have 
anything in common with my questions.

Albert.—If you had read with mere attention 
my Celestial Telegraph, and understood what I said 
in the present conversation, you could not address 
me such an objection ; for I proved with sufficient 
evidence, that there was not an atom in creation, 
which moved without having the consciousness of 
its motion ; the consequence of this fact is, that 
every molecule moves in a direction and with an 
object, necessary to its nature, or is moved by 
another entity just as invisible as the first, though 
equally incomprehensible. Neither the one nor 
the other of these propositions can bc destroyed 
by the words, attraction, magnetism, ambient cur
rents, Ac. These are nothing but empty words, 
and do not explain what is the nature of the force 
to which they apply. Who or what directs the 
molecules of the magnet, or the action of ambient 
currents ? The regular motion of all thc heavenly 
bodies must also bc due, I suppose, to some pro
pelling power, be this what it may. To these ques
tions, the savans answer with other questions, like 
thc theologian, when he is interrogated about the 
animal’s soul, answers with the word instinct But 
this instinct which enables the dog to do everything 
that wc may do ourselves, is certainly thc whole of 
what constitutes our individuality and personality. 
Just like ourselves, though in a different degree, 
this animal thinks, observes, composes, judges, and 
acts. The theologians do not, therefore, give a de
finition of the instinct—as for us, wc shall call it 
animal soul. Thus, too, thc savans do not define 
the cause of the individual motion of thc molecules, 
and we shall therefore cal! it corpuscular soul. I 
challenge all the philosophers and savans in the 
world, to disprove the truth of my proposition. 
Wc must consequently admit that any molecule 
which quit the group to which it belongs—be it 
mineral, vegetable, or animal—knows where it 
goes, and for what purpose it is going. When, on 
the other hand, the molecule is put into motion by 
a superior force, it does not the less select a place 
convenient to its nature. It is that which happens 
in thc phenomenon of animal nutrition, and ab
sorbed substances in general. Evert- one admits 
the action of these corpuscular groups absorbed by 
tlie organism, as a positive fact. But the fact does 
not, nevertheless, remain unexplained and inexpli
cable. But it is not all; besides the regularity of 
thc fact, there is likewise a regularity in its genera
tion. Thus, bread does not intoxicate like irinc, or 
vtine like brandy, Ac., Ac. The marsh-mallow does 
not produce the same effects as hellebore, and so 
forth. From the union of certain corpuscles or 
groups of corpuscles, spring different states which 
may bc manifested either by love or by aversion, 
by its attraction or repulsion. Now, is it not evi
dent tliat each phenomenon—I wish to say senti
ment—cannot exist but in feeling, living and intel
ligent beings. It is through a sympathetic com
munion with these substances, that wc experience 
certain exaltation or depression in our ideas and 
feelings, as it is the case in intoxication, etheriza
tion, opium or hashish eating, Ac., Ac.

In all these phenomena, wc have simply ab
sorbed a few atoms of the substances whose spe
ciality is to generate these anomalous effects ; you 
cannot deny the truth of my proposition. Now, 
my mirrors do not present anything more extraor
dinary or incredible ; they simply reflect or con
dense these same corpuscles, which, absorbed into 
our organization, have the property of illuminating 
its insight. The only difference between these phe
nomena is, that in thc first case, thc acting mole
cules arc swallowed through the mouth, while in 
the second case they are absorbed by the eye. — 

Thc alchemists have also admitted that excellent 
medicaments could be obtained from the seven 

These philosophers

ulcer ? Who does not want in his veins, a little 
addition of iron, or perhaps steel of naney ? Who 
does not require a dose of arsenic to destroy an 
external cancer, or kill an internal worm ? Who 
has so good a stomach as to not want a little gold 
dissolved in a more or less indifferent elixir?— 
Could certain disorders of the urinary organs be 
cured, without the injection of zinc preparations, 
&c. &c. ? After so many facts of our every day 
experience, would it. not bc ridiculous and incon
sistent to deny the efficacy of the mineral kingdom 
in the treatment of many diseases ? Who could

pray her to sit down, and I arrange the glotfes or 
mirrors in the direction of htfr visual rays. I have 
likewise obtained excellent results from the mag
netic mirror placed on the floor, the person stand
ing and looking at its copper side. I might advise 
yon, also, to burn perfumes, or to saturate the 
alcohol with more powerful narcotics, but I prefer 
to limit myself with prescriptions which may put 
within your reach the object of your desires, with
out entangling you in too dangerous practices.

All these advices are applicable to natural seers, 
who maj' obtain the vision in almost every object 
they look at; but they will also assist very much 
the persons who do not possess in so high a degree, 
this faculty.

proved as that the sun shines at noon ! They can 
only be accounted for upon the Spiritual hypo
thesis. No one having examined the subject can 
dare deny them. True, many ignorant, and much 
pitied, raise their puny arms and infantile voices in 
denunciation, very much resembling little dogs 
barking at the moon, or boys shooting pop-guns 
against the rock of Gibraltar. Some divii.is, too, 
worse than Julian, not only with their foot upon 
the Bible, but with an utter disregard of the his
tory of man—the facts daily occurring around 
them—hurl against this doctrine the anathemas of 
the church ; but in vain.

Spiritualism rests not for its truth upon raps and 
table tippings : its foundation is the Word of God, 
to which we now turn. From that book, you ad
mit, I have shown that both departed Spir.ts and 
angels have visited earth ; but you say, the former 
through miraculous interposition—the latti r as a 
distinct order of intelligence. I contend that which 
was possible then, is possible near. Tell me, if you 
can, when did God command miracles to cease ? 

. He has not changed. Man is the same. God 
never created a law of our Nature and then de- 

r stroyed it Through the ignorance and wicked
ness of men they have been suspended, if suspend
ed at all. But wherein consists the distinction be- 

! tween miracles and the doctrine of special provi- 
dcnce—a belief cherished by the church of to-day ?

, Again, what are the angels but Spirits out of 
1 the body—messengers of love, peace, good will? 
( “Are not all ministering Spirits ?” But turn to 
' Revelations XXII. and read : “ And when I (John) 
; had heard and seen these tilings, I fell down to 

worship before the feet of the angel which showed 
me these things. Then, saith lie, see thou do it 

' not, for 1 am thy fellotc servant and of thy brethren, 
. thc prophets, and of them which keep the sayings 

of this book.” Now if the angel was John’s fel-
■ low servant, one of his brethren, the prophets, it 

strikes me very forcibly that Philemon and the Bi
ble are greatly at issue. This and other similar

' passages were no doubt overlooked, for surely the 
amiable spirit with which you wrote would preclude 
design.

Upon nearly every page of the Bible this doc
trine is clearly set forth. The Savior said : “ Here
after ye shall «.v. the Heavens open and the angels 

, of God ascend and descend.” On -the memorable 
day of Pentecost, Paul declared: “Your sons and 
your daughters shall prophesy, your young men 
shall «< viftiofts, and the promise is to all that are 
ajlir oft'!''

' He himself knew a man, not “ an apostle,” not 
, “a prophet,” but a man like us, caught up into the

Heavens. What is meant by “ trying the Spirits?" 
' To some is given “ the discernment of Spirits

now tliat inu-t be a strange “discernment” that
• cannot see! If there really can be such a thing, I 
1 fear much, my friend Philemon has appropriated 
. to himself an undue proportion. True, the con-
• sultation of “familiar Spirits” was forbidden to the 
' Israelites, (Dent. ch. 18) but so also was the wear

ing of mixed clothes; persons who were gluttons
• were commanded to be stoned, a law long since
■ annulled bj- the coming in of tlie new dispensation. 
’ It proves there were Spirits which might be con- 
. suited, but it was forbidden because of the idola-
■ trous practices of the Jews, their perversion of the 
' blessing, and so forth. Thus you see that those 
i who opposed Spiritualism would hurl from its 
r destal the Bible—the light of the world. 
’ A further proof of Spiritual intercourse, is

reception of premonitions of future events by
I Is it owing to superiority of intellect ? It cannot 

be, and vet hi-storj- and individual experience prove 
the fact. Cal! to mind the eve of the battle of 
Phillippi, the story of Glaphyra in Josephus, and 
hundreds of other instances; con over the secrets 

1 of your own heart, and tell me, is it not so ? Two 
. years ago, a letter bearing the most painful tidings 

of his life—the death of one, thc most beloved of 
the heart, one parted from with the rose upon her 
check, the light in her eye—ere the seal (not signi
ficant) of that letter was broken, the truth flashed 
across the mind, the death-damp was on the heart! 
Great Heaven! that scene is before me now! 
Loved one, oft since then have thy eyes seemed to 
look down upon me, sad and lonely, as once they 
looked so fondly.

A belief in Spiritualism proves the immortality 
of the soul beyond a cavil. Thousands of atheists 
are Jiving witnesses of the truth ; but this is not 
all. It elevates and dignifies human nature; it 
tends to disrobe religion (orthodoxy, if you choose) 
of its forbidden aspect; takes away the terrors of 
death, aud makes man all that is worthy the name. 
Then, as Dr. Young so well says :—

*• Smitten friends 
Are angels sent on errands full of love: 
For us they languish, and for us they die: 
And shall they languish, shall they die in vain * 
Ungrateful shall we grieve their hovering shades, 
Which wait the revolution in our hearts ? 
Shull we disdain their silent, soft address, 
Their posthumous advice and pious prayer?”

Yes, this Heaven-born truth may be traced in 
the glimmering twilight of antiquity—amid the 
meridian splendor of Greece and Rome, beneath 
thc .star of Bethlehem on Judea’s plain—to-day in. 
every land beneath the sun, for its “resting place” 
is the human heart. Tell me not, Philemon, that 
man has been placed far away from thc Elvsian 
home of the Spirit in a Siberian land, with cold, 
dark mountain barriers on every side, to his aspi
rations, with no angelic Spirit to whisper pence— 
to breathe hope—to point its sister Spirit to that 
realm of light. No, no—it cannot be. Spirits of 
peace hover around us ever; they guard us in the 
night; solace, cheer aud warm us by day, and they 
will be with us till we shall be permitted to sit 
down with theni beside the still waters of tlie river 
of life—to drink deeper, and deeper, and deeper 
yet, of a Savior’s love forever!

Cheering thought!—the good man in that “ try
ing hour” may be enabled to say :—

“ Hark ! they whisper, angels sny 
Sister Spirit, come nwav. 
The world recedes, it disappears, 
Heaven opens on my eyes!—my cars 
With sounds seraphic rin;r: 
Lend, lend your wings 1 I mount I I fly! 
O Grave! where is thy victory ? 
O Death! where is thy sting?”

Philemon ! a final good bye.

therefore, that every thing is to be studied anew; 
that what was considered as exploded fifty years 
ago, attracts presently the attention of the most 
distinguished inquirers, and that it would therefore 
be very imprudent to deny that a mirror may have 
more power than another upon certain organiza- 

! tions. To enforce my proposition, I shall tell you, 
1 my friend, that now-a-days sulphate of copper in 
I solution is prescribed for certain cases of myopy 
I and diseases of the hair; that the zinc is likewise 
I employed in similar cases: and now, if the mole
cules which saturate these solutions have the power 
of purifying and strengthening sickly eyes, why 
should they not be able to give it an insight into 
the world of causes, as well as the narcotics I 
spoke of? One day I prayed Adele, while in her 
magnetic sleep, to prescribe a medicament for a 
friend of mine who suffered of the same affection. 
She advised me to take a quart of filtered water; 
to put in it for about a week, a piece of brass wire, 
as big as an ordinary quill and about six inches 
long ; then to put in the same water a like piece of 
zinc, and to let thc whole macerate for about eight 
days. After this interval of time, the infusion was 
ready, and my friend had to wash often his eyes 
with it I inquired of Adele what property she 
saw in these metals to prescribe their use in such 
affection ? She answered that the brass had the 
faculty of cicatrizing the small ulcers which, in 
these diseases, cover the border of the eye-lids; 
and that the zinc was to purify and strengthen thc 
organ itself, and therefore give extension to the 
visual rays. If wc admit the exactness of this 
clairvoyant’s explanation, we arc not far from the 
granting of the proposition I am advocating. Ev
ery thing is connected in Nature, my friend ; every 
thing is at the same time cause and effect. Follow 
my example: study,—observe with patience.— 
That is the secret of all true knowledge. If the 
corpuscles we absorb, are not superior to our own 
soul, we cannot deny that they have the power of 
endowing it with a knowledge it 
by any other means.

John.—In these mirrors, there 
manner of operating which must 
others ?

Albert.—Certainly. Like m 
there arc processes to be preferred to others, 
important question here, is to enable the Spirit to 
free itself from thc trammels of matter, that it may 
then perceive another creation. Creation, alas I 
that too many people are wont to deny. The ob
ject of the operator must, therefore, ceaselessly be 
centered upon thc best means of reaching this 
work. Man is naturally incredulous, and argues 
about the subjects he does not produce nor under
stand ; but, on the other hand, he is very sensitive 
and impressible whenever he sees and touches 
things which lie is not accustomed to witness cverv 
day. It is in consequence of this apparent contra
diction of his nature, that the bravest man in open 
field and broad daylight, will probably become a 
coward in the darkness of the night At the least 
motion, or image he cannot account for, his knees 
will knock under him, and he will often take to 
flight before one of his own thoughts. This kind 
of instinctive emotion is useful, and ought alwavs 
to be excited in Spiritualist experiments. It is the 
prelude and gate-way through which enters the 
lucid s view into another world—popularly known 
as magic world. In order to produce this pro
found and apparently thrilling emotion of the soul, 
it is generally advantageous to strike the material 
organs by means of stern and pompous apparatus, 
—silence, and faith in the work wliich you are wil
ling to beget. Some preliminary • questions, ad
dressed with calmness aud dignity to thc neophyte, 
will facilitate, too, the evocation of the Spiritual 
intelligences which may preside over this opera
tion. I advise you, therefore, to not try these ex
periments before too many persons, or in public 
assemblies : distraction and mindlessness are then 
too dangerous. The best way of proceeding is to 
be alone with the consulter, in a closet removed 
from the noise of the streets, and the too great 
brightness of the day-light The session must be 
opened and prepared on this topic and kindred 
subjects. The operation then begins, and the in
quirer’s desire of obtaining the vision must be 
supported and strengthened not only by words, 
but also by a continuous magnetic action from the 
experimenter. The gazing at the centre of the 
mirror may bc prolonged for about fifteen minutes. 
Whenever tho vision shall take place, the looker- 
on will begin to see a sort of mist, tarnish the mir
ror; by little and little the cloud will clear away 
and Jet him see a blue point which will rapidly go on 
increasing with a brilliant spot at its centre. This 
luminous speck will, in its turn go on enlarging and 
putting forth the Spirit it encircled—the place, ob
ject or person thc looker-on desired to evoke. 
There are no absolute laws for these apparitions. 
Some persons see every object excessively small, 
some others see them in their natural forms and 
dimensions. There are others who distinguish the 
answer in hand-writing, or allegoric pictures. Oth
ers again see angels and genii, or have simply an 
internal perception which solves the question about 
which they came to inquire. You see from these 
examples, that this sort of manifestation takes 
place in many different ways. But what I shall 
recommend you over all, is faith and calmness. 
You must also humble your heart before God, not 
only at thc beginning of, but also during the opera
tion. From Him alone can we hope for blessings 
and power.

Whenever I make these experiments in the even
ing, I use a small, low alcohol lamp, which I put 
behind thc glass, decanter or globe. 'When I use 
a reflecting mirror, I place it towards thc centre; 
I pray then the consulter to stand on foot, at a 
distance of about one yard, the mirror hanging at 
a level with his head. I stand myself by, or be
hind him, and act with all my magnetic force upon, 
his cerebellum, thc root of his nose, or the great 
sympathetic nerve which extends in the direction 
of his left side. I have invented a sort of light 
which I found more effective than that of ordinary 
wax candles. I prepared it as follows:—In a pint 
of common alcohol, I put a pinchfull of heinp- 
flowcr, and let it macerate for twenty-four hours. 
This light has a trembling vacillation which in
creases very much its fascinating power; it gives 
forth, at the same time, narcotic emanations which 
cannot but have the most salutary effect upon the ' 
operation.

Whenever the person is too weak to stand, I ;

could not obtain

is, I suppose, a 
be preferable to

every thing else 
The

[To be continued.]

INSPIRATION.-—NO. 5.
BV S. M, PETERS.

If the voice of Inspiration spake only to the Bible writers, we 
might infer that the majority of the human race bad ever been 
ignorant of God and immortality. And are often told by 
Bible idolaters that through that book alone have we gained any 
true knowledge of Deity. Indeed, some go so far as to say that 
without the Bible, all who came in{p existence since the advent 
of Jesus, would never dream of God or Heaven. Where did 
the American Indian gather bis ideas of the Great Spirit, and of 
a beautiful land fur in the Western sky, where the flowers fade 
not, aud the leaves are always green ? Inspiration spake to him 
through Nature's ten thousand tongues, and he saw God in all 
thc magnificent scenery of bis forest home. Possessing an in
stinctive intelligence equal to all obstacles, bc reposed the most 
unbounded confidence in his-Spirit-Father. He bad religion, 
too—true, heart-felt religion—that in all its outward forms ex
pressed gratitude and thankfulness*  The “ Strawberry Dance” 
was an annual festival, or day of thanksgiving, for the return of 
that delicious fruit. Tho same was the “ Green Corn Dance,” 
etc- But the discordant tramp of civilization broke in upon the 
Inspiration of his solitude, and the red man passed uway. The 
Inspiration of the Indian, however, was tainted with the un-- 
progressed elements of his organism. Such has been, and otill 
is the case with every branch of the human family. God speaks 
not to man with an audible voice, but His divine influence 
speaks through him, and through all external forms. Hence 
the crudities of the medium of communication are always visi
ble, both in modern writings, and in the writings of ancient 
seers and prophets. “ Jehovah,” as represented by Moses, is a 
different character from “ our Father” spoken of by Jesus. The 
difference evidently lies in the channel through which the voice 
of Inspiration spake, aud not lu the voice itself The source of 
“Inspiration,” doubtless, is infallible; but an infallible commu
nication must come through an iuiallible medium. And the dif
ferent degrees of receptivity are strikingly manifested in the 
sentiments of the different writers of the Inspired volume.

The Inspiration of David was of an exalted degree. A shep
herd's life gave him ample opportunity to study the beauties of 
the wild landscape by day, and thc glory of the starry Heavens 
by night Associated with Nature in her most impressive form, 
his being bathed in and became imbued with the melodious cur
rent of song. The barinomv*of  the spheres vibrated upon the 
harp-strings of his soul, and found utterance in those almost in
imitable productions, “ the Psalms of David.” His imagery was 
based upon the visible world. Iiising gradually in Spirit from 
the external, he reposed, contemplatively, in the holy calm of a 
higher life. Yet in these sublime songs,, we perceive tbat the 
mind of the poet-king warped and tainted the melody of the 
Spirit-anthem into a channel of self-righteousness, or worldly 
triumph. And this selfish Spirit grew upon him, giving license 
to licentious passion and fierce ambition, embittering his life 
from early manhood to tho grave.

Solomon grew up amid the splendors and enervating influen
ces of a palace, and seems to have made greater proficiency in 
the study of the female line, than in any other department of 
Nature’s handiwork. It appears by his bongs, that he was very 
deeply captivated by thc indisputable attractions of female so
ciety. Even while describing the graces of the church, he made 
lavish use of the exquisite proportions of the fcihalc form, to 
symbolize his Spiritual ideas.

IVe pass over intermediate events in Spiritual history, to the 
advent of the great medium of Nazareth. His highly devel
oped mental and physical organization admitted of communica
tions from the Spirit-land, too high and pure fur the age of his 
mission. Even his disciples, up to the close of hi> earth-mis
sion, were ignorant of the real nature and source of bis Inspira
tion, and its object. This is evident in tln-ir lack of faith on 
many occasions, and most lamentably so, in his ’hour of trial. 
They fled like timid sheep, and left him alone. His appearance 
among them after he left the form, seems to have opened their 
perceptions a little, as to who aud what he was. They were no 
lotjger afraid of death, and they went forth on their mission 
setting all the powers of bell ithc established church) at defiance. 
John, the beloved disciple, liad greater penetration than his 
brethren. 1”et <«vich his*  eupwrior ruitul, Klxtl llt<-
great advantages of his scholarship, he evidently mistook the 
degree of Inspiration by which his hand was moved to write. 
The visions and messages that make up the Book of Ilevela- 
tions, were supposed by him, while writing, to emanate directly 
from authority entitled to bo worshipped, and he was undeceived 
only when near thc conclusion of the last chapter. The angel 
informed him that he was conversing with the Spirit of a Jew
ish prophet. The successors of the Apostles, doubtless, had ad
ditional light in regard to the real nature of Inspiration. The 
seven churches of Asia hud among the laity. Inspired men and 
women who spake to the people in the trance state and other
wise, and the gift was common among the early Spiritualists, 
down to the establishment of the *'  infallible church of Home.” 
All Spiritual gifts were then monopolized by the priesthood, . 
and religion became u mutter of mere form. It is painful to re- ; 
view thc religious history of Christendom, from thence down to 
the present time. We se«< the light of Inspiration penetrating 
tlie evil of superstition, through the instrumentality of Luther- 
Wesley and others, and shining for a moment over the dark 
pathway of man Again the clouds of materialism arose, and 
the light was overwhelmed. All thc time, however, a few in 
dlviduals, regardless of the thunders of sacerdotal power, were 
diving into the unexplored mysteries of God's gre-at Book cf 
Nature. Step by stop, they traveled on, despite thc cries of 
“ blasphemers,” “infidels,” and all the slang of priestcraft, so 
common to the fogyism'of theological billingsgate. Jf the vend
ers of these stele, unmeantag epithets were capable of realizing 
their barmlcosnuss, they would save their time, and not expose 
their" weakness. Humanity has reached a stand-point from 
whence it can look down at persecution*and  up fur life immor
tal. With facilities that thc world never knew before, we take 
up the cause where the Apostles laid it down.

! menses—the delay or advancement of tlieir delivery 
j—certain fits ol’madness, lever, or ailments, arc
■ produced by the influence of the moon, not less 
i certain than the tides of our seas, and the changes
1 ■-I of our atmosphere, Cie., Ac. From the evident in- 
. fluence of the 11100:1 over tlie coarser part of our 
j world, docs it not become obvious that it must “a 
| fortiori" act ujion its subtle and most refined ele- 
'ments? Since the moon is powerful enough to 
’ raise the ocean's waters, must it not more easily be 
> capable of moving and impressing our souls? But 
j these occult actions may be felt rather than cx- 
' plained. Is it imt evident tiiat my thoughts will 
I be bright and poetical, when enjoying a beautiful 
, moonlight in a cairn summer night; while on the 
. contrary, they will lie gloomy and desolate by a 
; dreary winter stoim ? What is that but the effect 
, of the planet’s action in tlie first case, as it is that 
i of our own earth in tiic seend ? During my bright 
contemplation I shall be neither nervous nor angry, 
but on the contrary, full of friendly sentiments a nd

■ kind dispositions. What did act so favorably upon 
j 1115- soul, if it is not the moon itself? Did it not
possess as positive a pow er over me in this case, as

■ the best preacher or most kind philosopher might 
' have excited upon my my passions and sentiments? 
; Shall I not experience tlie same impressions every 
j time- I place myself in thc same condition? Cer-
■ tainly ! And that uniformity of effect is thc most 
powerful criterion we may apply to the test of our

• investigations, be they what they may. From .all 
' these considerations! shall conclude, 1st, That the 
1 influence rf the moon is sufficient to excite in my 
j soul a particular set of thoughts and feelings, id,
■ That it may modify those which already exist 
therein, and transform them into new ones, better

I adapted to its own Nature. 3d. Finally, that those 
i thoughts or feelings generated by this planet, may 
; even assume at my gaze, a natural form or object, 
' answering to the circumstances.
I If I am right in making up this mirror of a 
: metal in harmony with tlie order of thoughts I 
: wish to obtain, 1 shall thus havc stolen a new and 
| important letter to the universal alphabet. The 
method ami principles I give you are applicable to 

' all cases. So it should be on the Tuesday that I 
: must employ the iron globe, because its correspond- 
; ing planet, Mars, presides over battles, hatred, and 
disturbances of all sorts.

: The mercury glebe should, by tiie same reason, j
be used on Wednesday, because this day is in sym
pathetic relation with its mysterious powers.

The tin one, cori espomling to Jupiter, should be 
empiiiyed on Thursday, in order to know the aii’ec- 
tmn of our friends and attendants, or thc probabil
ity there is for us to obtain such office or such 
favor.

The copper globe, representing Venus, must be 
used on Friday, in all affairs relating to love, mar
riage, Ac.

The lead globe, corresponding to Saturn, should 
lie consulted on Saturday, for thc search of lost 
o! jects, or thc discovery of secrets, w hatever may 
be their nature.

• The gold one, representing the sun, will help in 
Igc of the celestial and terrestrial pow

ers. That is to say it will put you in communica
tion with superior Spirits, as also wr..i all the pow
erful men who govern this planet. 'This mirror 
must be consulted on Sunday.

1 shall now give you tlie process of making this metals of which I spoke, 
kind of mirror. ’
iy observe the rules I gave you about the conjunc-1 such an opinion! 
tion of tiie planets with our earth. Besides that,

, you must use these mirrors only on the days to 
which they are dedicated, and especially during the 
conjunction of the said planet with our own.

Their diameter must not exceed two inches;
I th'-y must be placed upon, and inlaid in, a small 
; wooden tripod, to keep) them in thc proper posi
tion. They must theii be united altogether by 

whicli shall havc its rings 
■r and the other zinc. This

>

pe-

tlie
us.

I

As for the epoch, you must close-1 have been, and arc still turned into ridicule, for 
les I gave you about the conjunc-| such an opinion! Yet, does it not seem that med-

---- - ■ ■ --
Why Woman aIadh or a Rm.—A young

lady having asked a surgeon why woman was1 . , , .
made from the lib of a man in preference to any ; ulea“s a.hide chain, 
other bone, he eave the following gallant answer: alternate, the one coppe 
“ She was i_____
rule over him; nor from his feet, lest he should 
trample upon iicr; but she was taken from his side, 
that she might be his equal; from under his arm,

not taken from the head lest she should chain must start from the gold globe, which stands
in the middle of all the others, upon an elevation 
of about seven inches, formed by a wooden poleLIIUL bllU HlJJiUt ~ 7 . ,,

that he iui"ht protect her; from near his heart, i “Xcu at the centre. All these globes must be hol-
.1 __ > I 1..... ’> Inn- 'rl____ 11 ... . . . . ■___ 1____ .-1that he might cherish and love her.” j Ion-. The gold one must bc made of iron heavily

I ieine gives up now the use of the vegetable king
dom, for that of the mineral one. Seldom do we 
see a prescription written by any of our medical 
celebrities, that does not contain thc formula of 
some metallic nostrum. Gold, silver, iron, lead, 
tin, zinc or copper, are every day ordered by the 
most skilful doctors, as well as many other metals 
which thc hermetic philosophers did not admit in 
their formulary. So these savans use every day 
platina, arsenic, antimony, nikel and sulphur, 
which were never employed in medicine by the 
alchemists. Who can boast in our days, that 
one’s body is not a little mine of mercury, arsenic, 
or iron ? Does not the nitrate of silver seem in
dispensable to cauterize the most insignificant

[From the Greenbrier Era.]
A LETTER ON SPIRITUALISM.

[This letter is number seven of a series which have been ad- 
' dressed by “(Me Noel” to '‘Philemon,” with the design of ex

plaining the facts and philosophy of Spiritualism. We have 
- written tu the editor fur the back numbers. We wish to give 

them thc benefit of our circulation, if they all breathe the same 
Spirit as this—as we have no doula <>r the reception our friends 
will give to all such “ developments.”]

“ Myriads of Spiritual creatures walk the carth
t itaeen, both tc7wi ire tcakeand ichai icc tJtr-j’." x 

—Milton.
Dear Philemon: Believing the interpretation 

, which you havc been pleased to give in your last 
article to be false, 1 must be permitted to question 
the authority whereby you assume to yourself the 
position of “ a second Daniel come to the judg
ment and not understanding how certain things 
are accomplished by “ sleight uf hand,” while oth
ers, belonging to the same class of phenomena,are 
2fcnc, Jfene, Tekel Upharsin, written by thc hand 
of Omnipotence himself, against Spiritualists, I 
must pass without comment, as not at all bearing 
upon the subject, your first paragraph.

“ Sleight of hand trickery, deception,” ic. ? It’s 
all nonsense. The last resort of weak minds—a 
miserable begging of thc question I Media hare 
become such with no desire of their own, in dif
ferent parts of the land, at the same time, with no 
alliance between them. Would they not have be
trayed themselves? Could money have been their 
object ? A poor girl in New-York (one of many 
instances,) was offered one thousand dollars to 
make tlie table move as she had done many times 
before, but could not. Can you suppose that 
thousands of the most respectable, honest and in
telligent families—men of reputation and genius, 
with no motive, jvitli nothing to gain but reproach 
—would engage in a deception which takes hold of 
time and eternity ? Impossible I

By what “ sleight of hand” could communica
tions be given in a dozen different languages of 
which tlie medium knew nothing ?—white, virgin 
paper enclosed within the lids of a Bible, be written 
upon; the health of absent friends be told with 
truth ; pen, ink and paper placed in a vacant room, 
a watch at every door to see that none pass, and, 
after a certain time, that paper inscribed with an’ 
intelligible communication! If it is mlud, and not 
the mind of one visibly present, it must be the mind 
of one innsibly present, and that being must be a 
Spirit, for it answers questions known to itself 
alone! These are facts which can be as clearly

Ole Noel.

ISiF30 Under a despotism, the people inquire 
what are the laws of thc state. In a republic they 
inquire what is the state of the laws.

Elegant Extract.—The grandeur of man’s na
ture turns to insignificance all outward distinctions. 
His powers of intellect, of love, of knowing God, of 
perceiving the beautiful, of acting on his own mind, 
on onward Nature, and on his fellow creatures_ -
these are glorious prerogatives. Through the vul
gar error of undervaluing what is common, we are 
apt, indeed, to pass these by as of but little worth. 
But as in.the outward creation, so in thc soul, the 
common is the most precious.

Science and art may invent splendid inodes of 
illuminating the apartments of the opulent; but 
these are all poor and worthless compared with the 
common light which the sun sends into our win
dows, which be pours freely, impartially, over hill 
and valley, which kindles daily the eastern and 
western sky; and so the common lights of reason, 
and conscience, and love, are of more worth and 
dignity than the rare endowments which give 
celebrity to a few.— Channing,


